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In the wake of the sexual revolution and the rise of the women’s movement,
the 1973 tennis match between women’s world champion Billie Jean King
(Emma Stone) and ex-men’s-champ and serial hustler Bobby Riggs (Steve
Carell) was billed as the BATTLE OF THE SEXES and became one of
the most watched televised sports events of all time, reaching 90 million
viewers around the world. As the rivalry between King and Riggs kicked into
high gear, off-court each was fighting more personal and complex battles.
The fiercely private King was not only championing for equality, but also
struggling to come to terms with her own sexuality, as her friendship with
Marilyn Barnett (Andrea Riseborough) developed. And Riggs, one of the
first self-made media-age celebrities, wrestled with his gambling demons,
at the expense of his family and wife Priscilla (Elisabeth Shue). Together,
Billie and Bobby served up a cultural spectacle that resonated far beyond
the tennis court, sparking discussions in bedrooms and boardrooms that
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continue to reverberate today.
THE BATTLE OF THE SEXES is directed by Jonathan Dayton & Valerie
Faris (LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE) from a screenplay by Simon Beaufoy
(SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE), and features a cast including Emma Stone,
Steve Carell, Andrea Riseborough, Sarah Silverman, Bill Pullman, Alan
Cumming, Elisabeth Shue, Austin Stowell, and Natalie Morales. The film
is produced by Christian Colson, p.g.a., Danny Boyle, p.g.a. and Robert
Graf, p.g.a.
The filmmaking team includes director of photography Linus Sandgren,
F.S.F., production designer Judy Becker, film editor Pamela Martin, ACE,
costume designer Mary Zophres, music by Nicholas Brittell, casting by Kim
Davis-Wagner, CSA and Justine Arteta, CSA and music supervisor Steven
Baker.
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“I started thinking about society and
women and what this might mean…
I knew I had to win.”
– Billie Jean King, 2015

1973: a watershed year of
progress in American history — the
start of Ms. magazine, passage of
Title IX, Congressional ratification
of the Equal Rights Amendment and
the Supreme Court’s ruling in Roe vs.
Wade. But despite it all, women were
still struggling just to get a credit card
in their name. Then came one event
that would strike a different kind of
blow for equality, one that hit right
to the heart of pop culture. It was
cheekily dubbed “Battle of the Sexes”
— a single tennis match between
rising 29 year-old women’s star Billie
Jean King and former men’s champ
Bobby Riggs.
As 90 million viewers worldwide
sat at the edges of their couches, the
confrontation between Bobby and
Billie Jean was fated to be as surreal as
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it was world-shattering. By the time it
was game, set and match, something
new had emerged: an era of sports
no longer separated from politics and
social change, but part of making it.
The build up to the match, the
spectacle it became and the quest
for equality it continues to inspire
all come to life in BATTLE OF THE
SEXES. Husband-and-wife directorial
team Valerie Faris and Jonathan
Dayton (Academy Award® winning
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE) explore
a moment when social change was
embodied by two complex people.
Dayton and Faris brought together
Oscar® winner Emma Stone, in a
physically and emotionally demanding
role unlike any she’s yet tackled, with
Oscar® nominee Steve Carell at his
most complicated as self-made media

celebrity Bobby Riggs.
The filmmakers recreated the
era with meticulous period detail
and camera work to explore the
tipping point when the balance of
power between men and women,
the mainstream and the marginalized
began to shift.
Says Faris: “BATTLE OF THE
SEXES is both the story of an historic
sporting event and of a woman’s
private, personal transformation
while under intense public exposure.
We were interested in how she was
fighting both personal and political
battles at the same time.
Adds Dayton: “It was the most
challenging project of our careers. It
is at once a sports movie, a love story,
a socio-political drama, and at times

a comedy. 44 years after the Battle,
the same issues are clearly still being
debated. We were struck by how
this circus-like event became a place
where important social issues were
played out.”
“This match felt like a precursor
to the way politics are working in
our country today, how the debate
is so often reduced to a game or
entertainment,” says Faris. “We’re
often more caught up in who wins than
in what is really at stake. We started
work on the project during the 2016
primaries, when it appeared likely
we’d see the first woman candidate
for president. For a while everyone
thought the film would show how far
we’ve come since the Battle. Obviously
the outcome of the election shed a very
different light on the story.”

This motivated them to focus
even more on the personal stories
of two people who were not as
different as it might have appeared.
Both were caught up in the media
and in a moment larger than their
individual struggles. “The world has
become even more polarized since
we began making the film and we
certainly don’t want to contribute to
that — that’s why we chose to focus
on the emotional lives of Billie Jean
and Bobby,” explains Faris.
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Dayton chimes in: “Our goal was
to empathize with all the characters
and experience the complexity of the
situation”.
Behind-the-scenes, Faris and
Dayton put together a femaledominated
team
of
highly
accomplished talent including editor
Pamela Martin, Oscar-nominated for
THE FIGHTER; sound editor/sound
designer Ai-Ling Lee, nominated for
LA LA LAND last year as well as

working on another female driven
movie, WILD; production designer
Judy Becker, who has contributed
to all of David O. Russell’s movies
as well as Todd Haynes’ CAROL;
and costume designer Mary Zophres,
Oscar-nominated for LA LA LAND
and TRUE GRIT.
Christian Colson, who joins
with Danny Boyle and Robert Graf
in producing the film, summarizes:
“It’s a story beautifully rendered by a

writer, two directors, two stars and a
great ensemble all at the very top of
their game — and a story people will
talk about on the way home. The film
prompts us to ask what has changed,
and what has stayed the same? On
a personal level, it’s about how we
find the courage to live within our
own skins. It’s a very hopeful film and
clings stubbornly to the conviction
that there is more that unites us than
divides us.”
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By 1973 all kinds of walls — of

been fighting for equality in tennis,

race, gender, religion and sexual

where women were still earning

orientation — were just starting to

as little as 1/12 of the men’s prize

tumble.

money. She pioneered the Virginia
Women were organizing and

marching like they never had before,
yet were making just 58 cents on the
dollar compared to men and doors to
opportunity remained slammed shut
in every walk of life.
There was still a long way to go,
but it was a moment when change
was palpable. That’s part of what
drew the filmmakers to BATTLE OF
THE SEXES.
“We were interested in 1973 as a
time of great upheaval,” says Dayton.
“You had the Equal rights amendment,
Roe vs. Wade, the Vietnam War,
Watergate, and everything seemed to
be in question. Then, suddenly, the
debate over women’s equality finds a
forum in a tennis match between the
29-year-old woman’s champion Billie
Jean King and 55-year-old former
champ Bobby Riggs. As silly as it
seemed on the surface, it became a
huge deal. Bobby Riggs was on the
cover of Time Magazine,” points out
Dayton.
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Slims Tour, which for the first time
allowed women to set their financial
terms, founded the Women’s Tennis
Association (WTA) and become the
first female tennis player ever to
top $100,000 a year. But it was the
match against Riggs that broadened
the conversation, as well as King’s
faith in what was possible.
Riggs had been a #1-ranked
player of the 40s, winning both
Wimbledon and the US Open. By
1973, now retired, he missed the
drama of the game and having an
outlet for his love of disruption and
self-promotion.

Seeing

women

gaining power in tennis as elsewhere,
he saw an opportunity to create some
interesting

havoc.

Riggs

publicly

opined that female tennis was inferior
– and dared a woman player to prove
otherwise by beating him. He knew
the idea had commercial potential,
and he knew King was the ultimate
rival.

When he played and beat

women’s #1 Margaret Court, King

would mean for so many.
Says screenwriter Simon Beaufoy:
“The match was watched by the
largest TV audience since the moon
landing. It was a massive spectacle,
filled with the sort of hoopla that had
never been seen before or probably
since on a tennis court. Yet, the match
was almost a sideshow to the bigger
battle that raged in America: man
versus woman. I’m not sure there’s
been such a clear-cut binary debate
since, either in politics or sport!”

discussions,” King points out. “White
women still make 78 cents on the
dollar, African American women 64,
Hispanic and Native American women
are at 54. We don’t have a Congress
of even 20% women. We have few
women CEOs. And what people
don’t understand is that when women
make less that means entire families
make less. It’s a no brainer that it
causes families to suffer more, so why
do we want that?” I hope the story of
this match will continue the dialogue,
will bring people together and remind

felt she had no choice but to take the

For King, that day was a game-

us to think before discounting others

It was Riggs who turned the

risk of taking Riggs on. But neither

changer, and what started that day

for any reason. The things we fought

match into a social debate that rang

could have foreseen just how wild a

remains in motion. “Today we’re

for in 1973 I’m still fighting for and

around the world. King had already

circus they would create or what it

still having too many of the same

we’ve got to keep pushing.”

<#>
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THE SCREENPLAY
& ITS WINNING PARTS
Screenwriter Simon Beaufoy is

feminism, and the private issues both

“Tennis is amazing to watch for its skill

she actually liked, as much as she was

no stranger to stories that combine a

Billie Jean and Bobby were grappling

and athleticism, but I confess it wasn’t

battling a whole belief system that

comedic edge with social observation.

with. He combines elements that are

the tennis that intrigued me,” he says.

men were simply better than women.

He earned an Academy Award®

comical, culturally significant and are

“It was the contest between these

I did ask Billie to revisit areas of her

nomination for THE FULL MONTY,

also very human and moving, layering

two people, diametrically opposed in

life that are still uncomfortable to her

the riotous story of six unemployed

the personal and public and probing

almost every way. The way Billie Jean

for obvious reasons. I couldn’t really

men who form a striptease act to

the question: how do you control your

did — and still does — step beyond the

write the movie without showing the

make ends meet; then garnered

personal life when you’re thrown into

world of sports to challenge injustice

very personal journey she was on —

Oscar, Golden Globe and BAFTA wins

the cauldron of a hot public event?”

was bold and frankly magnificent.

but she was always open, generous

Adds Christian Colson: “What I

The stakes for her, both personally

and incredibly trusting.”

love about Simon’s screenplay is how

and for the women’s movement, were

The more he talked to King the

it reveals that for Billie and Bobbie

huge. Billie Jean is truly one of the

more it stood out for Beaufoy that

things were much more complicated

greats and getting to know her was

the story of the match was also the

For BATTLE OF THE SEXES,

than anyone knew. The ‘Battle of the

one of the great privileges of making

story of a woman confronting her

Beaufoy had to chance to excavate

Sexes’ was a public circus with far-

the film.”

sexual identity and falling in love at

not just one of the most important

reaching social implications, but for

King was his primary source and

the least desirable moment. “The

and outlandish sporting events ever

Billie, struggling with her sexuality,

he spent hour upon hour with her —

tension between the very public

but also the personal lives of both

and for Bobby, struggling to come

including one early script meeting that

persona that Billie was becoming and

Billie Jean King and Bobby Riggs,

to terms with his lost youth, the

lasted 9 hours with just a 10-minute

her private life is the tension of the

revealing how for each the “battle”

personal stakes were sky-high. Simon

break for a turkey sandwich. “By the

film,” he points out. “It’s a film about

was about finding their true selves and

is a humanist and an immensely

end, I could barely speak, write or

somebody struggling to come to

changing the future.

warm and generous writer. He likes

move, but Billie was just warming up.

terms with who they really are when

people and he is interested in their

She could have gone another nine

the stakes couldn’t have been higher.”

flaws, and this informs and elevates

hours,” muses Beaufoy. “That’s the

all his work.”

Beaufoy notes that part of the

focus of a champion. What surprised

heroism of King is that she did not

Beaufoy notes that he never

me most was her affection for Bobby.

seek out the contest with Riggs, nor

really followed tennis as a sports fan.

She wasn’t really battling him, a man

was the timing right to take such

for the 2008 Best Picture-winning
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE about an
impoverished quiz show contender in
contemporary India.

“What was apparent on the first
read,” says producer Robert Graf,
“is the way Simon’s script expertly
blended the spectacle of the match,
the
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cultural

moment

of

1970s

a risk, but she enjoined the battle

which always makes you smile, which

because she could not refuse a shot

is never preachy and always classy,”

at making a difference. “In 1973, her

says Colson. “They delivered on all

professional life had never been busier

that, but they added a real dramatic

and everything was so complicated,”

seriousness too. They insisted that the

says the writer. “The last thing she

story should not be presented simply

needed was to be in the glare of the

as a comedy, and were always looking

media spotlight. But Billie has never

to amplify the internal character

ducked a fight in her life. When

conflicts and dramatic stress points in

Margaret Court lost to Bobby, Billie

Simon’s screenplay. They found just

had no option but to step up and

the right tone for movie: dramatic

play. Somebody had to put Bobby

without being strident, and sustaining

in his place and there was only one

a lightness of touch without being

person to do it.”

whimsical.”

The rampant sexism of the day is

fittingly,

Faris

and

something Beaufoy got a taste of in

Dayton admit that this film sparked

his research. “I came across the most

more

appallingly sexist commercials that

than is usual with a couple known for

aired around the time of the match;

their creative symbiosis — but it also

they really leave you open-mouthed

united them.

at the way women were publicly
debased

and

humiliated.

We’ve

definitely improved on that, but it’s
obvious we’ve still got more to go,”
he says.
The producers saw an immediate
affinity between Beaufoy’s words and
Faris and Dayton’s sensibilities — one
that only intensified as production
took off. “We went to Jon and Val for
their subtlety, their great eye, and their
lightness of touch — as with Simon,
there is a generosity to their work
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Perhaps
battles

between

themselves

“Val and I probably fought more
on this project than on anything
we’ve ever done,” laughs Dayton.
“Arguing is always part of our
creative process,” points out Faris,
“in the back of our minds I think we
were aware of an expectation that I
was the spokesperson for women and
Jonathan for men, but we never really
see it that way. In truth, it’s not a
competition. It’s an ongoing dialogue
that leads to a shared vision.”
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BREAKING THE MOLD: BILLIE JEAN KING

“The effect it had on Billie Jean King’s life, on society and on sports was immense. I don’t know
that she could have possibly known in that moment just how incredibly impactful that day would
be going forward in so many different areas. But in that moment, I think she did feel the weight
of knowing she was representing the entire women’s movement and that made her even more
passionate about the game.”
-Emma Stone
Billie Jean King hailed from a

There was just one huge issue:

For Stone, the lure of the project

the role, yet lends her freshness and

working-class background but in the

Stone had no tennis background, and

began with the fact that she knew

currency to it. The film is set in the

so-called “country club sport” of tennis

barely had held a racquet. But she

so little about the 1973 match, and

past, but it feels urgent in the present

won nearly ever honor tennis and

was willing to throw herself into an

realized it was being lost to history for

tense, and Emma is absolutely the

intensive 4-month training program.

her generation. “This amazing moment

driver of that.”

“We knew we could never raise

was not really in my consciousness at

39 Grand Slam titles. Even still, she
refused to be satisfied with the way
women inside and outside the sport
were treated. She wowed audiences
with her mercilessly aggressive game,
but yearned just as much for social
change. Even as she rose to be the
most famous woman in the world

level, but our hope was to capture
King’s physicality,” Dayton explains.
“She transformed her body, putting
on 15 pounds of muscle.”

while trying to keep her own sexuality

“Emma loves a challenge and she

secret, ultimately becoming one of the

really wanted to take this on,” notes

first prominent women to openly talk

Faris. “We even delayed the start of

about being gay in the 1980s.

production so she could have more

To evoke the story of an activist
coming into her own, the filmmakers of
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Emma’s tennis game to Billie Jean’s

time to work out. She trained with
Matt Damon’s trainer from the Bourne

all until I read the script,” Stone notes.
“I was especially struck by the reality
that we really haven’t come that far
from these events that took place 43
years ago. I could relate strongly to
Billie Jean’s struggle and I think so
many people will relate to these same
themes today.”
The

fact

emblematic

that
of

Stone

her

is

so

generation

Stone dove into her own research,
reading, watching and absorbing all
she could. “I wanted to know as much
as I possibly could about all Billie Jean
was going through,” explains Stone.
“There’s so much that the public didn’t
see at that time -- so much that was
happening for her internally.”
One thing that struck Stone is that
King was clearly propelled by a force

Notes

even bigger than becoming #1 — she

Christian Colson: “Emma is such a

definitely wanted that, but unusually,

captivated

the

filmmakers.

BATTLE OF THE SEXES were drawn

movies. But most importantly, Emma

brilliant representative somehow of

she also wanted much more. “From

to working with Academy Award

was able to capture Billie Jean’s spirit.

who we are today, we thought it would

an early age, I think Billie Jean

winner Emma Stone. “We’ve wanted

Billie Jean is so switched on and

be wonderful to see her play a figure

was driven by these larger ideas of

to work with Emma for years. This

interested in everything and everyone

from 50 years in the past. It’s Emma

affecting change in the world and she

seemed like the perfect opportunity,”

around her. Emma’s very much that

Stone as we’ve not seen her before,

saw tennis as her vehicle to make that

says Faris.

same way.”

and she absolutely disappears into

happen because she was so great at it.

You have to remember it was looked
down upon for a woman to even be

things can happen at any moment,”

admits Robert Graf, “but the way she

when she met Marilyn Barnett (played

she elaborates.

inhabited the spirit of the character

by Andrea Riseborough), who would

was amazing and that in itself made

become her covert partner.

an athlete when she was young —
especially

an

aggressive

women’s

tennis player. From the start, she knew

Stone began to see the court
as not so different from a stage or
film set, as a platform on which one

she was fighting for something bigger

person stands, utterly exposed, baring

than herself.”

their

imagined.”

Getting to the depth of this tricky
triangle between King, the husband

In addition to embodying King’s

she adored and the lover shaking her

skills

physicality and

foundations was key for Stone. “This

Another aspect of King’s mental

and emotions

determination,

was not a slow burn romance,” Stone

makeup that impressed Stone is how

for all to see.

Stone

had

muses. “It was an instantaneous thing

she weathered extreme pressure —

“That is how I

the

challenge

because it unlocked something Billie

training to win the Riggs match while

related to Billie

of

portraying

Jean had suppressed for so long.

trying to build the pioneering WTA,

— we are both

King falling in

Suddenly, this connection was a spark

confront her sexuality and deal with

performers.

love just when

and realization that she maybe didn’t

the fallout in her marriage. “Billie Jean

The

stage

she really didn’t

know she was missing in her life. But

often says that pressure is a privilege,

is

tennis

want to be in

because of the times, it had to be

but this was an insane amount of

court

love.

played out on an unspoken, deeply

pressure she was under. And I think

think for Billie

she was still forming in so many

tennis

ways,” Stone reflects. “While playing

always a kind

her I was trying to keep in mind all five

of a dance,”

or six things that were occurring in her

o b s e r v e s

life simultaneously and honestly … I

Stone.

don’t know how she didn’t completely
shut down.”
Spending time getting closer with
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her resemble Billie Jean more than we

my

and

I

was

Amid

the

all-out physical
t r a i n i n g
Stone’s

Though

emotionally
close

to

her

husband Larry,
King had long
felt

attracted

to

women,

something she
understood
she

could

not

reveal,

King lent additional insight to Stone’s

and

approach. “The more time I spent

explorations of

with her, the more I understood that

King’s psyche,

she has a beautiful outlook in terms of

the filmmakers

her belief system. Being with her is like

watched her transform uncannily.

being in the room with a 15 year-old

“If you were trying to find an actress

was sure the world would ostracize

kid who is excited by the whole world

who looked exactly like Billie Jean

her, and it also took time to accept

in front of them and fully believes great

King you might not pick Emma first,”

her own feelings. That process began

let alone live
out,

for

fear

of tanking the
fragile women’s tour. Having grown
up in a homophobic atmosphere, she

private level that no one else saw.”
Stone

also

researched

Riggs,

developing her own take on what drove
their light-hearted yet relentless rivalry.
She sees them as each respecting the
competitiveness in the other – but also
each understanding they’d become
part of something bigger once the
match was in the offing. “I think Billie
Jean understood that Bobby wasn’t
so much making a point as he was
trying to create a grand, unforgettable
entertainment with himself at the
center. But she also understood that if
she could win, it could change the lives
of millions,” observes Stone.
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Perhaps there could have been no
better foil to Billie Jean King than Bobby
Riggs, who set off the explosive events
of 1973. Where King was intense, at
peak fitness and ready to do anything
to advance equality, Bobby was a
witty raconteur, athletically retired and
seduced by the growing media power
of celebrities. The one thing they
shared in common: an unmitigated
love of tennis and competition.
Riggs won Wimbledon at the
age of 21, but after exiting from a
rewarding career in tennis, he was
on a downward trajectory, working
miserably as a businessman. Having
always enjoyed a good hustle. It was
only when Riggs suggested he could
beat a top women’s player at age 55
that he began to re-invent himself.
Reigniting his love for the sport and
the spotlight, he found a fresh way to
become a household name and mediabased celebrity, even if it came at the
cost of portraying a villain.
“Bobby created this persona as a
male chauvinistic pig, knowing that it
would make him relevant again and
get him back in the public eye. I think
he really hoped that it was going to
be the beginning of a new career,”
observes Faris.
Riggs also had an idol in the
sports world: “Bobby was fascinated
by Mohammed Ali and the way he
promoted his matches. He saw how
Ali spoke to the press outside the ring,
and that inspired Bobby to reinvent
himself,” Dayton explains.
In casting Steve Carell, Faris and
Dayton knew they would get a deeper
view of Bobby than just as King’s
opponent. “We weren’t interested in
portraying Bobby or anyone as a simple
villain. Jack Kramer is the closest thing
the film has to a bad guy, but in truth
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he was voicing the prevailing attitudes
of the times,” notes Faris.
As a kid, Carell remembers seeing
through Riggs’ chauvinist stance as a
put-on. “I remember a lot was being
made about him being this sexist
pig and people were so outraged,”
he recalls. “But even as an 11 yearold I could distinguish between the
act and the person, much in the
same way you would see Ali saying
really inflammatory things with such
bravado, but you knew that it was just
a performance. Bobby enjoyed getting
people riled up and that was part of
his charm.”
Faris and Dayton were thrilled to
ultimately cast Carell, who is known
for incisive yet darkly funny portraits
in such films as FOXCATCHER, for
which he was Oscar® nominated, and
THE BIG SHORT. It also marked a
reunion for the trio, their first time
working together again since 2005,
when Carell took a breakout role as
Proust scholar Frank Ginsberg in
the Oscar®-winning LITTLE MISS
SUNSHINE.
Says Dayton: “We love Steve’s
comic abilities but he’s also such a
skilled dramatic actor. We were excited
that playing Bobby Riggs would allow
audiences to see the full range of his
skills in one role. One moment you’re
laughing, the next he’s breaking your
heart.

inspired intensive training for the role.
“I think one part of this story people
really don’t know is that this guy was
no joke as a player. He was not just a
novelty act. He was a true champion,”
notes Carell, “and even in his 50s, he
still had it. The real problem for him
was that he was out of the limelight.
People weren’t talking about him
anymore and he craved that.”
Though Carell came to the table
with strong tennis skills, a vital part
of his preparation was working with
Bobby’s original trainer and close
friend, Lornie Kuhle. Authenticity
ruled the day, with Carell training with
the same 70s-vintage aluminum Head
Master racquet and grips that Riggs
used.
Kuhle also offered Carell precious
insight into Riggs. “I learned that his
demeanor was impish, yet also sweet
and likeable. He never shut up,” laughs
Carell. “Lornie suggested that Bobby
would never use 100 words when he
could use 1,000. Most of all, Lornie
said, Bobby loved the action. It wasn’t
so much about winning money per se
but the love of the hustle. He loved the
sport within the hustle.”

Adds Faris: “Like Emma, Steve
felt a great responsibility to do justice
to a real person. We all wanted Bobby
to be seen as more than just a clown.”

Carell observes. “In many ways,
Bobby was as great at self-promotion
as he was at tennis. I don’t think he
necessarily thought people were going
to take the match as seriously as they
did but at the same time I don’t think
he really cared about being hated by
women as long as it was all in fun.
He loved the fame. In fact, he got
so wrapped up in the fame and the
promotion that he stopped training!”

As he began to explore Riggs’
life more deeply, Carell learned about
Riggs’ inability to resist a sly angle or
high-flying bet but his respect for Riggs
as a great athlete also grew, which

To some degree, observes Carell,
the caricature of a bad boy that Riggs
was presenting to the world began to
consume him. “All this money and
instant celebrity was being thrown at

him but it was a double-edged sword
because at the same time the fame
was not really for who he was but for
this persona he was playing. People
forgot he was a serious athlete and I
think that hurt him,” Carell says.
Carell especially got a kick out
of taking on Riggs’ distinctive look,
replete with prosthetic teeth. “Bobby
had a special Clairol formulation he
used so that his hair was reddish brown,
but he left his sideburns gray. So for a
while I was going around with these
weird gray chops and red hair,” he
muses. “I remember a flight attendant
said, ‘hey Steve, groovy look!’ I didn’t
explain it was not my choice. Bobby
was so unique looking that I didn’t just
want to slap on a pair of glasses and
call it a day. How he presented himself
to the world was important to Bobby
so it had to be right.”
Christian Colson sees Carell as
uncovering the depths of Riggs. “The
actual Bobby played the buffoon, but
there’s real tragedy in his story and
dignity too, and that’s what Steve
finds,” he comments. “Here’s a guy
who had a genuine legacy as a great
sportsman but gambled it away for one
more shot at the limelight. He could
have been remembered as the player
who won the Triple at Wimbledon.
Instead, he’s the guy with the big mouth
who lost to Billie Jean King. Steve’s
funny in the role of course but he also
plays Bobby very poignantly, as a man
out of time. He finds a humanity in
him as a little boy lost, and ultimately a
hint of redemption, too.”

THE WOMEN OF
BATTLE OF THE SEXES
In BATTLE OF THE SEXES, Billie Jean King is surrounded by an
ensemble of women – colleagues, managers and friends – who forge a
support system as she prepares for the biggest match of her life.

But one woman stands out as
changing her life entirely: hairdresser
Marilyn Barnett, who would become
King’s first serious relationship with a
woman.
Taking the role is British actress
Andrea Riseborough who previously
co-starred with Emma Stone in
BIRDMAN. “Two things made me
excited to join BATTLE OF THE
SEXES,” says Riseborough. “One
was working with Emma again —
especially entering into this intimate,
beautiful love story with someone I
trusted. Then what clinched it was
meeting Jon and Val. They saw
beyond the sports story to all these
themes of equality, emancipation and
LBGT rights. They were so deeply
attuned to it all and I saw they were
going to bring their remarkable taste
and decorum to it.”
Riseborough feels that for all of
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its cultural and social themes, the film
is also very much a romance — and
even more so, the story of a woman
discovering love in a new way. “I think
there’s a very specific way a woman
loves — whether she’s straight, gay,
bi or whatever floats your boat — and
that is what we got to explore in this
movie. That’s where Emma and I tried
to take Simon’s beautiful words.”
Says Valerie Faris: “Billie Jean
was facing a truth about herself at that
time that was a very, very hard thing
to do. Marilyn pushed her and I think
she needed that push. Marilyn is a
complex subject for Billie Jean today
but we all really wanted a positive
love story at the center of the movie.
It was important to us and to Billie
Jean that this movie be empowering
to those who may be struggling with
their sexuality.”
Another

outspoken

character

comes from an entirely different world:
the hard-nosed PR and tennis maven
Gladys Heldman, played by Sarah
Silverman, the gutsy businesswoman
who made the Virginia Slims Circuit a
major media success just as women’s
tennis seemed to be in trouble.
“Without Gladys there wouldn’t be
women’s tennis as it is now,” states
King. “Gladys was eccentric, brilliant,
creative and knew how to make
things happen. When I heard Sarah
was going to portray her I thought it
was perfect.”
Silverman is becoming as known
for her film and TV roles as she is for
her innovative stand-up comedy, and
most recently could be seen in THE
BOOK OF HENRY. “Sarah as Gladys
was a stroke of casting genius,” muses
Robert Graf. “She has just the right
blend of crazy toughness and charm.”
Silverman

was

instantly

attracted to Gladys. “I really didn’t
know anything about her,” admits
Silverman. “But when I read the
script, I loved it and thought wow,
she’s so loud and rat-a-tat-tat. I had to
try to wrap my head around what her
inner life must have been like —she
was so external. I know some people
think I’m loud and external, but it was
a challenge. She talks so fast and my
brain doesn’t move that quickly! She
was a very no-nonsense woman and
she didn’t suffer fools.”
Throughout,
Silverman
felt
inspired by the atmosphere Faris
and Dayton cultivated on set. “The
temperament of the director is
everything on a movie set,” she
observes, “and to have this lovely
married couple who have such an
incredible rhythm and vibe together
was eye opening for me. I really
didn’t even know it was possible to
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direct a whole movie and also be so
lovely until this experience.”
Oscar® nominee Elisabeth Shue
plays Priscilla, Bobby Riggs’ wealthy
but estranged wife. Shue was intrigued
by this woman from a very different
generation and upbringing than her
own. “Priscilla had probably been
taught to subordinate herself to the
man. But I think she felt somewhat
trapped in her role,” says Shue.
Shue goes on: “When I was
thinking about Priscilla, I was thinking
about what it must have been like
for my mom, who went to Wellesley
College and is a very bright woman,
yet never had a career. I think
Priscilla must have been frustrated
by never being allowed to follow her
own dreams, to always have to live
vicariously through Bobby, who had
so much freedom. I think she was
jealous of his liberty, while she tried to
do whatever’s best for their family.”
Though
Bobby
dismayed
Priscilla, Shue also wanted to imbue
her performance with a deeper layer
of love. “I think at first Priscilla loved
being around him and all his chaos.
She was always on edge about his
gambling and then, when he started
the ‘Battle of the Sexes’ matches, she
saw him becoming a different version
of himself. I don’t think the male
chauvinist persona was real; but his
desperation for attention led him into
an absurd level of showmanship.”
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One of the most contrasting
players to King on the tour was the
legendary Margaret Court, winner of
a record-shattering 62 Grand Slam
titles in doubles and singles, who later
became a Christian minister. Though
Court was one of the first women to
bring an infant on the tour, and the
first to take up Riggs’ challenge, she
was also outspoken in her diehard
views against homosexuality.
Taking the role in BATTLE OF
THE SEXES is Australian actress
Jessica McNamee. Says McNamee
of Court: “Margaret was quite
old fashioned, and she joined the
bandwagon of trying to get gender
equality. She just loved tennis, loved
to compete and wasn’t interested in
anything else. I don’t think she even
grasped the gravity of playing Bobby.
To her it was just another match. She
and Billie Jean had a massive rivalry on
court but their rivalry also came from
very different lifestyles. Margaret was
straight-laced and even to this day she
vociferously advocates against equal
rights for the gay community.”
Rounding out the women’s side
of the story are those dubbed “The
Nine,” who formed the original
Virginia Slims Circuit. They include
Natalie Morales as feisty Rosie
Casals who was Billie Jean King’s
much-decorated doubles partner;
Martha MacIsaac as Jane “Peaches”
Bartkowicz; Mickey Sumner as
Valerie Ziegenfuss; Bridey Elliot as

Julie Heldman, daughter of Gladys;
tennis tour veteran Ashley Weinhold
as Kristy Pigeon; USC tennis star
Kaitlyn Christian as Kerry Melville
Reid; Louisville-based tennis pro
Lauren Kline as Nancy Richey; and
pro player Fidan Manashirova as Judy
Dalton.
Doing research for the film
introduced the women to a world
that has dramatically changed, even
though there is more to go. Especially
fascinating for Morales was seeing
the original broadcast of Howard
Cosell and Casals, which is featured
verbatim in the film. Says Morales:
“Rosie Casals was a co-commentator
with Howard Cosell at the actual
Battle. It’s unbelievable now to see in
the footage the way he talks to her,
and looks down on her. When he
introduces her, a tournament-winning
tennis pro, he grabs her by the neck
as if she was a child and says we’re
going to introduce little Rosie Casals.
I don’t think anyone understood
then how insulting that was — it was
considered normal because that’s
how deep that attitude went.”
Sums up MacIsaac: “For me, this
is a rare story that tells of a woman’s
incredible journey. It’s also Bobby
Riggs’ story but the heart and soul is
watching Billie Jean go through this
and see her with these other women
stand up and rally the women’s
movement.”

THE MEN OF
BATTLE OF THE SEXES
The men of BATTLE OF THE SEXES were just as conflicted
by the changing times.

and Priscilla, between Marilyn and

Larry King (Austin Stowell), Billie

Billie Jean — it was everybody trying

and

Jean’s husband, who was one of the

to figure out this confusing time.

nominee Alan Cumming. Cumming

organizers of the women’s tennis tour

What I originally thought might be a

was lured by the way Simon Beaufoy

and her unwavering supporter, even

comedy became also a very emotional

wove intricate themes into a fast-

as he realized their marriage was

piece to me about people struggling

moving script. “Simon made it feel so

foundering.

with change. For me, the amazing

Says Stowell: “Larry was kind of

thing about Larry is that he made

Billie Jean’s everything. He was her

this incredible choice to not reject

best friend, her coach, her manager,

the woman in front of him but to

her confidante, her trainer and even

embrace her, to do what he could to

her therapist to a degree. He wore

build her up and give her the potential

many hats. But he was her lover too

to become as great as she could be.”

— and I mean that wholeheartedly,
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In the role is Tony Award winner

One of those most effected is

Another

key

figure

in

Billie

Emmy

and

Golden

Globe

personal and authentic and made the
core of it how people make their way
through a maze of relationships in a
changing time,” he says.
Things got even more intriguing
when Cumming started to research
Tinling. “Ted was fascinating: a
former tennis player and actual World
War II spy who segued into ladies

his outfits were deemed too racy.”
He loved that Tinling was an
unabashed

pioneer.

“When

the

women’s tour started it was such a
radical, revolutionary idea that all bets
were off fashion wise. It was uncharted
territory and he took advantage of
that,” notes Cumming. “Billie Jean
told me Ted really bolstered her
confidence. As an actor, I know that
you often have a very vulnerable and
special relationship with wardrobe
people, and I think Ted had that same
sort of relationship with the ladies on

because they did love each other from

Jean’s life in the 1970s was Cuthbert

what I gather. No matter Billie Jean’s

Collingwood “Ted” Tinling, the daring

sexuality, he was infatuated with her.”

give counsel to Billie Jean as a gay

King calls Tinling “a creative,

fashion designer who forged modern

man who had been around the block

brilliant soul.” She recalls: “He always

“There was so much going on

sports looks, dressing the Virginia

a few times,” he observes. “He did so

called me Madam Superstar. He was

between all these couples, between

Slims tour — and designing King’s

many incredible things — one time he

way ahead of his time in his fabrics and

Larry and Billie Jean, between Bobby

dress for the Battle.

was banned from Wimbledon because

designs, always looking to the future.”

fashion. He also was someone able to

the tour, and especially Billie Jean.”

Bobby Riggs’ tennis coach and
longtime friend Lornie Kuhle not only
served as an advisor on the film, but
is also a character, portrayed by Eric
Christian Olsen. Olsen loved having
the chance to pick Kuhle’s brain.
“Lornie is a legend in the tennis world
and he has such amazing stories,”
muses Olsen. “He and Bobby had
a beautiful friendship. They were
great friends who looked out for each
other.”
As for his take on the Battle, Kuhle
says that Riggs had an unanticipated
effect on the world that went beyond
the money, fame and fun he was
seeking. “The irony is that in the
end Bobby may have been the best
thing that ever happened to women’s
tennis,” he laughs.
Another tennis legend who played
a role in the Battle is Jack Kramer (Bill
Pullman). A former World No. 1 who
played with Riggs, he was a tireless
promoter of pro tennis in the 50s and
60s, leading the sport out of stuffy
tradition and into the athlete-centered
Open Era. But Kramer’s holdover
belief that women players couldn’t sell
tickets led to a showdown with King.
Notes Dayton, “Kramer is an
interesting character because on the
one hand he’s a gentleman, but he
also has beliefs about women that
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belong to another era and he’s not
willing to change. I think it was quite
hard for Bill to even say some of
Jack’s words but he would gather his
strength, do the scene and then sort
of shake it off.”
Pullman says he found empathy
for Kramer as a man caught in a past
that was being rapidly swept aside. “I
think Jack is representative of a lot
of people at that time. We can look
back at it now and think oh those
stupid people — but the truth is that
most of the populace was accepting
of the social conventions. Jack had
already been successful in breaking
away from the controlling hierarchy
of tennis and giving more power and
negotiating strength to the players.”
Pullman was also excited to work

on the project with his actor son,
Lewis Pullman, who plays Riggs’
son, Larry. Lewis believes that Larry
watched in a state of shock as his
father transformed into a chauvinist
symbol during the period depicted in
the film. He explains: “One thing Steve
Carell told me that I found incredibly
revealing was that when he talked to
Larry about his dad, he said Bobby
hadn’t always been the eccentric
character you see in the footage. He
was a pretty steady office dad for a
lot of Larry’s life and it then this new
personality suddenly developed as
Bobby became a celebrity.”
The most mysterious member of
Riggs’ entourage was Rheo Blair, a
“nutritionist to the stars” who became
Riggs’ health guru, insisting that his

vitamin-and-protein regimen would
pave the way to rejuvenation. Taking
the role all the way is comedian,
actor, musician and SNL-alum Fred
Armisen.
Armisen was hooked in by the
uniqueness of Blair. “I looked up
Rheo when they offered me the part,
and it’s sort of funny, but he does look
a bit like me with big hair. Reading
about him there’s a sense of what
is this guy up to?” Armisen laughs.
“It seems he was the precursor to
things like Herbalife and all the super
nutrition power bars of today —
just something else we can buy that
makes us feel good about ourselves.
But who knows what was in those
pills? They could have been sugar for
all I know.”
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forward, while the men are looking
back. It’s something very subtle but
we used those kinds of visual rules,
which was fun to work with,” the
cinematographer says.
Along with Faris and Dayton,
Sandgren re-watched some of the
most aesthetically defining films of
the 70s — especially the work of
John Cassavetes and Robert Altman
— but all were agreed they did not
want the film to dip into nostalgia or
rumination on a past that isn’t even
close to being behind us. Sandgren
says the biggest influence was the idea
of making the camera an emotional
weathervane.
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“To me, this film was about having

The events of BATTLE OF THE

production designer Judy Becker and

Faris and Dayton include LITTLE

SEXES take place in a 1973 that

costume designer Mary Zophres — to

MISS SUNSHINE.

feels immediate and contemporary

bring their vision to life. Sandgren and

Sandgren came to the story

— thanks in part to Faris and Dayton

Becker previously worked together on

with a lot of strong ideas. One was

choosing to shoot the film with the

the David O. Russell films JOY and

to differentiate between male and

emotions,”

cinematic richness of 35mm film.

SILVER LININGS PLAYBOOK while

female perspectives. “We felt it could

“Part of the idea I had with Jon and

They closely collaborated with a key

Zophres and Sandgren collaborated

be interesting to create a running

Val was that the film shouldn’t look

quartet — director of photography

on LA LA LAND, with both winning

visual metaphor where Billie Jean and

like a film about the 70s; instead it

Linus Sandgren, editor Pamela Martin,

Oscars®. Martin’s collaborations with

the other women are often looking

should look like a film made in the

the camera reacting emotionally to
the scene. It wasn’t about a particular
kind of style or camera movement,
but always about the character’s
Sandgren

describes.

70s. And then we added to that the

craziness around that could distract

“It’s really about the big battle for

how you can whittle a sports event

idea that the camera should never be

Billie Jean from her intense focus. We

equality.”

down to a dramatic core and express

too prominent or self-aware but more

also wanted to shoot it authentically

One of Martin’s biggest problem-

emotionally reactive.”

like a real tennis match of the day so

solving tasks from the start was how

Working with Faris and Dayton

Everyone agreed on not going

we used TV cameras, shooting the

to balance the mix of emotion, sports

has always been something special for

down the digital path for this film.

way television would. Only after the

suspense, and cultural spectacle. So a

Martin but she felt BATTLE OF THE

Sandgren elaborates: “Because this is

match, does the camera get more

month before production even began

SEXES seemed to take even greater

the 70s, it really helped the story to

intimate and get in there personally

she started watching and re-watching

advantage of having dual creative

have a lot of visual grain and also to

with Bobby and Billie Jean as they

the historic TV footage. “I was

minds at the helm. “The two of them

have very prominent colors without

react.”

interested in every detail of it from

don’t always agree on everything

having to saturate the film in post-

“We worked hard to get the

the strategy of the game to how there

but the remarkable thing is that they

production. We wanted the world to

tennis right,” says Faris. “In the final

was also this battle going on between

are clearly equals — they’re equally

feel very rich in every detail. We did

match, we decided to cover it as it

Howard Cosell and Rosie Casals as

intelligent, creative and insightful and

consider shooting in 16mm but we

was seen on television, staying in a

announcers. And I thought would

because neither one dominates, they

felt that 16 was a touch too undetailed

wide court shot so you can see the

cut my own 10-minute piece out of

work in a really balletic way together.

for shooting tennis, so we went with

full interaction of the players and the

it,” she explains.

That later would

Of course, sometimes I end up being

35mm. And then we used vintage

movement of the ball, reminding us

become a blueprint of how she edited

the mediator,” she admits, “but like

lenses from the 70s so that it would

that this was a very public event.”

the scene. “Jon and Val came in with

most editors, I enjoy weighing two

Editor Pamela Martin, an Oscar®

a lot of footage but I already had an

sides how to approach things. It’s

nominee for THE FIGHTER returns

idea of where we wanted to go; so it

always fun for me because Jon and

itself,

to a different one-on-one arena with

was just a matter of finding the gems

Val clearly love being in the edit room,

Sandgren hunted down vintage zoom

BATTLE OF THE SEXES. She was

and weaving all of character arcs into

and that was especially true on this

lenses that let him get in close, like

especially excited her to collaborate

the match,” she notes.

film because we had so much story to

a sports cameraman of the era. “We

again with Faris and Dayton on what

As for the tennis itself, Martin has

wanted the match to be exciting even

she sees as their most epic film yet.

played since she was a child but she

and all the music.

if you know nothing about tennis,” he

“All their movies are about the human

gained insight while cutting boxing

grandest movie.”

notes, “so the main idea was to really

experience, but what’s different about

matches in THE FIGHTER. “With

emphasize the scope of it, and all the

this movie is the scope,” Martin says.

THE FIGHTER, I learned a lot about

feel even more as if it had been shot
it in the 70s.”
To
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a story inside of it,” she explains.

shoot

the

match

tell along with Nick Britell’s big score
Really, it’s their
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THE DESIGNING BATTLE

were an unusually large number of

Arena

sets to build and dress, including a

Astrodome,

constant stream of hotel lobbies,

badly by Hurricane Katrina. A relic

hotel rooms as well as tennis stadiums

in its own right, the LA arena was

large and small. “There are many

demolished

different looks in the film and it

but

was very ambitious for the budget,”

for recreating the electric, almost

notes Becker. “But Jon and Val have

psychedelic atmosphere of an event

such great taste, there were high

that

expectations for every set on both of

Reddy singing “I Am Woman” live

our parts.”

to surrealist master Salvador Dali

One of the most difficult locations

proved

drew

for

which

shortly
the

Houston’s

was

damaged

after

filming,

perfect

skeleton

everyone

from

Helen

himself.

to find was Bobby Riggs hosting a

“Obviously, the Astrodome and

party at the Betty Grable mansion in

the day of the event are very well

was contrasting Riggs’ and Kings’

Palm Springs. Scouring for houses

documented so we were able to

previously joined with Faris and

divergent

very

to double as her mansion, the team

replicate the entire look of the match,

Dayton on RUBY SPARKS and knew

conscious of distinguishing between

came up with a Paul Williams-

right down to the fact that six inches

BATTLE OF THE SEXES it would be

Bobby’s world, the tennis world and

designed

Hills

of basketball court are peeking out

a highly creative experience. “I love

the Virginia Slims Tour, which is a

with a period pool overlooking a

from under the tennis court,” explains

working with them,” she comments,

jaunt through 70s motels. For Bobby’s

period tennis court. “It was a house

Becker.

“because they’re so visually astute. As

life before the match, we consciously

Connie Stevens lived in but was a bit

soon as we started talking, they were

used a palette that incorporates putty

Becker watched in exhilaration as

neglected because it had not been

talking about avoiding all 70s clichés

tones, neutrals and browns. We then

her lovingly made sets were infused

lived in for some time, so we brought

and how we should represent the

contrast that with the bright greens,

with life as the actors stepped into

it back up to the level of a movie star

women’s tennis tour based on reality

yellows, reds and navy blue of the tour,

them. “It was kind of mind blowing

house in 1973. We refurbished the

but in our own visual way, expanding

colors found in sports,” the designer

to watch these actors transform on

tennis court, the landscaping and all

the color palette. It was a great, highly

explains. “That was something Jon,

set. They weren’t doing imitations.

the furnishings — all of which was

stimulating, collaborative process.”

Val and I were excited about.”

Emma really seemed to become Billie

great fun,” says Becker.

Jean King in an astonishing way,”

Production designer Judy Becker

For Becker, part of the fun
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doubles

lives.

“We

were

For a sports-based movie there

home

in

Holmby

Los Angeles’ Memorial Sports

Becker says.
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BEYOND TENNIS WHITES:
THE COSTUMES
1973 was not only a year of social change, it was also
a year of rapidly shifting fashion, which gave costume
designer Mary Zophres a huge dose of inspiration.
“When you think about the history
of fashion it was in the late 60s and
70s that the idea of self-expression
through your clothes really started to
come into play. And we wanted the
film to touch on that,” she explains.
The film marks Zophres’ third
time dressing Emma Stone, but things
were different this time. “Before this
film, to me Emma was like a delicate
flower. She had a bird like neck, and
graceful arms. But what I saw from
my own measurements before we
started on this film is that she had
completely transformed her body,”
Zophres muses.
That was perfect for the look of
Billie Jean King, inspired very much
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by the real thing. “Anything that felt
un-athletic or too cute was discarded
and we used button-down shirts,
turtlenecks and vests. The object was
to toughen Emma up a bit — and we
learned she can go that way easily,”
says Zophres.
On court, Zophres went back to
the Ted Tinling designs that rocked
the tennis world at that time. “Tinling
had the most wonderful imagination,”
she describes. “When he joined the
women’s tour, he embraced the idea
that they no longer had to follow
the old strict dress codes of tennis.
His main thing was color, trim and
eye-catching designs. Recreating his
garments was just incredible fun -- I’ve

never done anything like it before.”
King herself recalls Tinling as
having a palpable effect on women’s
tennis, as well as her own public
image. “Ted designed dresses that
were different for each of us,” she
remembers. “For Rosie, Ted would
add more sequins because she’s so
creative and acrobatic in her playing.
He’d let you have big collars or small
collars or no collars, a V or no V and
he’d ask how we wanted the panels
and color schemes. Every year he
had a theme color and the year of the
Riggs match it was mint green.”
Indeed, King’s dress for the
Battle was a light green and bluebodied nylon wonder, replete with

sequins and rhinestones, which would
become an icon.
Perhaps the highest compliment
paid to Zophres came when King
visited the set during a camera test of
the replica dress. “When Billie Jean
saw it, she said how in the world did
you get that dress? That made me so
happy to think that we had gotten it
so right she thought it was the real
dress,” says Zophres.
Adds King: “They did an
unbelievable job getting it right, and
that had to be tough to do.”
Another challenge came in
finding King’s trademark shoes. “I
had blue Adidas shoes and I had to

fight to wear them,” recalls King. “I
think I was the first player ever to
wear colored shoes and if you notice,
the blue from the shoes matched my
wristband. I was very picky about
these things.”
Adidas no longer makes a similar
shoe and no vintage pairs could be
found, so Zophres put in a special
request. “I think we took Adidas by
surprise,” muses Zophres. “But they
were very gracious and in the end they
found the original pattern for those
shoes and custom made them for Emma
in the blue with three white stripes
and Billie Jean’s initials. All our tennis
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players went nuts for those shoes!”
When it came to creating the
wardrobe for Bobby Riggs, Zophres
worked closely with Steve Carell to
set a strong, inimitable, head-to-toe
silhouette from the second he’s first
seen on screen — poised between the
buttoned-down world of the past and
an eccentric urge to be his own man.
“We discussed the idea that Bobby
would first be seen in a 60s suit right off
the rack, a traditional cut, with a wider
lapel and conservative wingtip shoes,”
Zophres describes. “We didn’t want
Bobby to look like a swinger because
he didn’t in any of the footage. Even

at parties, he’s in traditional tennis
wear. Or he’d be in some attentiongetting getup like the Little Bo Peep or
Henry the VIII costumes he famously
wore. But that was always a gag for the
cameras. I never noticed in any of the
research that he traveled outside of his
comfort zone. His style had probably
been set when he hit his stride, which
would have been 1950. That was
always in the back of Steve’s head as
well, that he was from that era.”
Zophres also had fun creating a
well-researched replica of the sweatinducing Sugar Daddy jacket that
Riggs contracted to wear, perhaps ill-

advisedly, as the original had since been
lost. “Bobby was paid lots of money to
wear that jacket but he got too hot, and
he was kind of asphyxiating, so it was
something we really wanted to follow
as close to the original as we could,”
says the designer.
Another
unusual
recreation
came literally down to Riggs’ socks.
Zophres was completely unable to
find the striped low crew sock that
was quintessential to Riggs’ look.
“We found one on eBay but it was
for a child,” she recalls. “So we had
a company in North Carolina make
the sock. Then we sewed a modern,

cushy ortho-sock onto Steve’s footpad
and used just the striped part to peek
out of his shoe.”
When it came to Ted Tinling
himself, Zophres followed the footage
to outfit Alan Cummings. Says Valerie
Faris “If you see pictures of Ted,
you see if anything we dressed Alan
down from how he really dressed.
He was such an eccentric guy, a very
flamboyant, colorful character with
great style.”
As she began to research the
character of bold Gladys Heldman,
Zophres highlighted the generation
gap she was bridging. “Gladys was a
force to be reckoned with but she was
a bit older and from the few photos I
saw, she wore a girdle, long-line bra
and pantyhose. I pitched to Jon and
Val that we should emphasize that
she was from another generation —
and that Gladys should be in dresses
because being a proponent for
women’s lib doesn’t mean you have
to wear a pantsuit. I put her in vivid
graphic prints, because it felt to me
that when Gladys walks into a room,
she’s an instant disruption.”
Sarah Silverman adored the
look. “I really just let the wardrobe,
the glasses and the hairdo do all the
acting,” she quips. “Really, as soon as
I had Mary’s amazing clothes on I felt
like Gladys.”
Zophres played with Bohemian
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styles in dressing Andrea Riseborough
as Marilyn. “I wanted her look
to express somebody far more
comfortable with her body and
sexuality than Billie Jean — so we
used lots of soft fabrics and denim.
She’s one of the only characters to
wear purple!”
Perhaps the most thrilling for
Zophres was designing the eyepopping panoply of costumes —
from the latest trend-setting dresses

to over-the-top advertising mascots
— that filled the Houston Astrodome
that day in September 1973. “The
scene at the Astrodome was about
turning up the volume,” she muses.
“It was very festive with lots of color
and texture, but there were also these
were very wealthy, conservative
Houston people there in the front
rows, so it was quite a mixture.”
It was gratifying to Zophres to
have the chance to bring modern

audiences back into that moment
that was not only a wild spectacle
but made its mark on the world. “Jon
and Val really wanted to capture this
and to do it right,” she concludes,
“because many of us today no longer
even know about the Battle of the
Sexes or all that went into achieving
the rights women have now. I think
it’s a wonderful story to be telling
to a new generation and that’s what
excited me most about it.”

BATTLE OF THE SEXES
explores a wide range of themes —
from competition, to love, to striving
for equality. To forge an emotional,
musical connection between these
ideas, Faris and Dayton began
a collaboration with composer
Nicholas Britell, who was recently
Oscar® nominated for his powerful,
genre-bending score to the film
MOONLIGHT.
With BATTLE OF THE SEXES,
Britell felt a link right away with
the material and with the directors.
“When I saw a rough cut of the
film, I had an immediate feeling of
excitement,” he recalls. “[The film] is
such a beautiful and significant story
that speaks to our world in 2017.
I soon discovered Jon and Val are
passionate music lovers with their
own extensive wealth of musical
knowledge. When you share that
wavelength with directors, anything
is possible. We all agreed that we
wanted to tell a story musically that
runs parallel to the visuals, with a
score that creates its own landscape.”
Diving in, Britell focused on
creating two musical worlds: the
“external” world of the film’s sports
and competition, and the “internal”
world of the film’s characters and
their personal journeys. In addition,
he began grappling with how to
reflect the 1970s soundscape in a
fresh and unique way. “Jon, Val,
and I started talking about potentially
using 70s rock band instrumentation,
but we also felt that the scope of the
film needed a bigger orchestration.
We started utilizing woodwinds and
strings, and this immediately felt
right. The musical terrain isn’t overtly
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KEEPING THE SCORE:
NICHOLAS BRITELL ON THE MUSIC
70s, but it does pay homage to how
music was recorded at that time. We
used vintage mics for our recording
sessions, and we played with the
audio quality and texture to give it the
feel of that era.”
Britell also started laying out
what he calls the “architecture” of
the music, building a foundation
of individual themes for Billie Jean
and Bobby, exploring the tensions
between them. “Bobby’s theme is
a small jazz ensemble, with piano,
double bass, drums, and subtle
woodwinds; I hoped it would feel like
a musical outgrowth of his own inner
insecurities. It’s intentionally spare,
and Jon and Val felt it really connected
with that feeling of Bobby.”
By contrast, Billie Jean’s theme

is more lush and powerful. “Billie
Jean has a very driving and athletic
theme, and where Bobby’s theme is
based around an old upright piano,
Billie Jean’s is played on a beautiful
Steinway concert grand — which
becomes a musical metaphor for their
characters as well.”
Billie Jean’s love story with Marilyn
is echoed through an evolving set of
musical colors. “The music of their
relationship starts out with delicate
atmospheres and a quiet melody. But
as their relationship develops, the
musical backing strengthens, until
finally it’s played powerfully by a full
orchestra towards the end of the film”
Britell explains.
to

Britell’s music plays counterpoint
the film’s soundtrack, which

includes such iconic songs as George
Harrison’s “What Is Life”, and
Elton John’s “Rocket Man,” which
beautifully calls back to the 1970’s
era of the film and connects with a
special moment between Billie Jean
and Marilyn.
Gratifyingly, Britell had the
chance to conduct and record the
score with a 79-piece orchestra. “An
orchestra of that scope creates a truly
incomparable sound,” he says. “It
was an incredible experience to have
these sounds that were in my head
suddenly become alive on a huge
scale. Jon and Val were there, too,
and it was very emotional for all of us
to hear the music come together in
this way.”

THE CHANGING OF THE GAME

As BATTLE OF THE SEXES
builds to the climax of the match,
Faris and Dayton committed to not
only recreating the visual atmosphere
of the match but also the tennis.
“We really wanted to capture the
specific playing styles of Bobby and
Billie. Lornie Kuhle trained Steve
for many months, showing him the
nuances of Bobby’s game and giving
him first hand insights into Bobby’s
persona,” notes Faris. It was not an
easy undertaking because tennis has
undergone a massive sea change,
with today’s more athletic, baselinedominated game — the kind you
might see on ESPN in 2017 — looking
quite different from the finesse game
of 1973.
“The game is totally different
now,” says Billie Jean King. “We
couldn’t crack an egg compared to
the players today. The rackets were
very heavy then — now they have
this big sweet spot on the rackets and
aerodynamically they’re amazing.
Young players are taught much better
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technique, so they’re more powerful.
We were taught to be very static.
Also, 75% of play was on grass then.
People think tennis is not as graceful
and beautiful now, but the reason
we served and volleyed so much was
that we didn’t want the ball to hit the
ground because on grass it would
bounce and roll. If you hit it in the air
you had more control over the ball.
And because there’s more money
in the sport the best players have
coaches, agents, massage therapists,
osteopaths, and chiropractors. We
didn’t even have coaches traveling
with us.”
King adds: “Today’s players are
living out what the ‘Nine’ dreamed
about. And every time a women’s
player gets a check for winning or has
a place to play — we know we helped
to get that started.”
To get the tennis just right, two of
the cast’s pro tennis players stepped
in to double for Emma Stone and
Jessica McNamee: Kaitlyn Christian

and Lauren Kline. They re-trained
themselves to play in “the old way”
before courts changed, serve-andvolley grew passé and the modern
power game took over.
One of the great thrills for
Christian was the chance to play with
King in order to emulate her, which
she says was revelatory. “I got to
spend two hours on the court with
Billie Jean while she taught me all
of her little isms and how she plays,”
Christian says. “The big difference
between then and now is that players
used to move forward to the net more
because they had more time. But I
learned things from playing the old
way that I think will actually help my
current tennis game.”
She also garnered insight into
King’s game plan for playing Riggs.
“A big part of tennis is getting a
feel for how your opponent plays,”
Christian explains. “Billie Jean’s
strategy with Bobby was to come
out and just make him run like a

dog around the court. And it really
worked. It’s so impressive to watch.
She was playing cat and mouse with
him, just toying with him - which is
the ultimate victory.”
That victory, one of many in
a chain that continues, is what
kept everyone in the cast and crew
motivated. The time felt ripe for a
story at once about gutsy moves and
compassionate tolerance.
Sums up Billie Jean King: “The
Battle of the Sexes came in the middle
of a wave of the women’s movement
and I feel like we’re in another wave
right now. Something’s happening.
When I played Bobby Riggs everyone
thought it was pulling people apart but
it actually drew many people together
and made connections. There were
discussions and more dialogue and I
hope that’s what will go on now.”

Billie Jean King is the founder
of the Billie Jean King Leadership
Initiative and the co-founder of World
TeamTennis. She has long been a
champion for social change and
equality. King created new inroads for
men and women in sports and beyond
during her legendary career and she
continues to make her mark today.
King was named one of the
‘100 Most Important Americans of
the 20th Century’ by Life Magazine
and, in 2009, in recognition of her
work in the social justice arena and
her accomplishments in sports,
President Obama awarded her with
the Presidential Medal of Freedom,
the nation’s highest civilian honor.
Born in Long Beach, California,
she first played tennis at the age of
11 in the public parks of southern
California. King won her first of a
record 20 Wimbledon titles when she
captured the 1961 Wimbledon Ladies’
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Doubles Championship with Karen
Hantze. She went on to win 39 Grand
Slam singles, doubles and mixed
doubles titles during her career. On
September 20, 1973, she empowered
women and educated men when she
defeated Bobby Riggs in one of the
greatest moments in sports history —
the Battle of the Sexes. This match is
remembered for its effect on society
and its contribution to the women’s
movement.
In 2014, in partnership with
Teneo, she launched the Billie Jean
King Leadership Initiative to address
inclusion and diversity issues in the
workplace. In 2016 she addressed
both the National Football League
and FIFA, the international governing
body of soccer, on issues related to
gender equality and inclusion.
In 2006 her accomplishments
both on and off the court were
recognized when the home of the U.

S. Open was renamed the USTA Billie
Jean King National Tennis Center. In
2008 King released her first book in
more than 20 years. Titled Pressure
is a Privilege, the book shares a
collection of life lessons she has used
throughout her life and career.
In 1974 King co-founded World
Team Tennis (WTT), the revolutionary
professional tennis league. Now in
its 42nd season and known as Mylan
World Team Tennis, WTT showcases
the best in professional team tennis
competing for the King Trophy.
King continues her life mission
to help the underserved, most
notably through her efforts to provide
programming and funding for those
infected, affected or at risk of HIV/
AIDS through her work with the Elton
John AIDS Foundation (EJAF). A
member of the organization’s Board
of Trustees, King has helped the
organization raise more than $385

million over the past 24 years in
support or worthy programs in more
than 55 countries around the world.
Since founding the Women’s
Sports Foundation in 1974, Billie
Jean has led the organization in its
mission to advance the lives of girls
and women through sports and
physical activity. Since its inception,
the Foundation has awarded more
than $50 million in educational and
cash grants to advance participation,
research and leadership in sports and
physical activity for girls and women.
King also serves on the board of
the Andy Roddick Foundation and
is a past member of the President’s
Council on Fitness, Sports and
Nutrition. In February 2014, King was
named, by President Obama, to the
Presidential Delegation to the Winter
Olympics in Sochi, Russia.
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winning
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Academy

Award

the

Warner

Brothers

romantic

include Fox Searchlight’s critically

comedy GHOSTS OF GIRLFRIENDS

acclaimed

which

PAST, the Columbia Pictures/Happy

(Billie Jean King) has claimed her

won the award for “Outstanding

Madison hit comedy, THE HOUSE

role as one of Hollywood’s most

Performance by a Cast in a Motion

BUNNY, Twentieth Century Fox’s

sought out actresses.

Picture” at the SAG Awards, “Best

THE ROCKER and the Judd Apatow

Stone most recently appeared

Film” at the Independent Spirit Awards,

comedy SUPERBAD.

in Damien Chazelle’s LA LA LAND

and “Best Picture” at the Academy

Stone recently completed her

in which she reteamed with Ryan

Awards. Her performance landed

Broadway run playing the iconic ‘Sally

Gosling for Lionsgate. Stone went on

her an Academy Award nomination

Bowles’ in Rob Marshall’s production

to win the Academy Award for “Best

for “Best Supporting Actress” as

of Cabaret.

Actress,” Screen Actors Guild Award

well as a Golden Globe, SAG, and

for “Outstanding Performance by

Independent Spirit nomination. She

a Female Actor in a Leading Role,”

has also appeared in Woody Allen’s

Golden Globe for “Best Actress —

IRRATIONAL

Cameron

created to accelerate innovative cancer

Motion Picture Musical or Comedy,”

Crowe’s film ALOHA, Woody Allen’s

research that will get new therapies

British Academy Film Award for “Best

MAGIC IN THE MOONLIGHT, the

to patients quickly and save lives

Actress in a Leading Role” and “Best

superhero franchise THE AMAZING

now. Laura Ziskin, the late producer

Actress” at the Venice Film Festival

SPIDERMAN in which she starred in

of THE AMAZING SPIDERMAN,

for her work in the film.

the first two films, the Oscar nominated

started the organization and got Stone

EMMA

STONE

She was

film

BIRDMAN

MAN,

When she’s not filming, Stone, is
an advocate for Stand Up To Cancer
(SU2C), a groundbreaking initiative

lives in Los Angeles.

Award®-nominated

Academy
actor

STEVE

CARELL

(Bobby

Riggs) has established himself as a
multi-talented force in Hollywood.
First

gaining

recognition

for

his

contributions as a correspondent on
Comedy

Central’s

Emmy

Award-

winning “The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart,”

Carell

has

successfully

segued from the small screen to
above-the-title

status

on

the

big

screen, both in big budget films and
arthouse indies.
Additionally, Carell will star in the
film adaptation of Darryl Ponicsan’s
novel, LAST FLAG FLYING, opposite
Bryan

Cranston

Fishburne.

and

Directed

by

Laurence
Richard

also honored along with co-star Ryan

animated film THE CROODS, for

involved. In addition to SU2C, Stone

Gosling with the Santa Barbara Film

Dreamworks Animation, the period

is also an ambassador for Gilda’s Club

Festival’s “Outstanding Performers

drama GANGSTER SQUAD, EASY

New York City. Named for the late

and Navy Officers who meet up to

of the Year” and the Palm Springs

A, which earned her a Golden Globe

comedian and original cast member

help ‘Larry Meadows’ (Carell) bring

International Film Festival’s “Vanguard

nomination and an MTV Movie Award

of SNL, Gilda Radner, Gila’s Club

home the body of his deceased son,

Award” with Gosling and Chazelle.

for “Best Comedic Performance,”

offers a place where people dealing

killed in the Iraq war. Amazon Studios

the award winning drama, THE

with cancer can join together to

will release the film on November 22,

HELP, the romantic comedy CRAZY,

build social and emotional support.

2017 after its world premiere at the

FAVOURITE, for Fox Searchlight,

STUPID,

LOVE

Stone has become an active member

2017 New York Film Festival.

alongside Rachel Weisz and Nicholas

FRIENDS

WITH

Hoult. The film follows the political

independent

machinations

She recently wrapped production
on
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Stone’s additional film credits

Yorgos

Lanthimos’

THE

Screen

Gems

Linklater, the three play old friends

the

in the Gilda’s Club community and

PAPERMAN,

continues to do so by engaging

production on BEAUTIFUL BOY

scenes

the Twentieth Century Fox animated

with their younger departments for

for director Felix van Groeningen.

during the reign of Queen Anee, the

comedy, MARMADUKE, Columbia

last monarch of the House of Stuarts.

Picture’s hit comedy ZOMBIELAND,

behind

the

BENEFITS,

drama

children and teens.
Native of Arizona, Stone currently

Carell

recently

completed

Amazon Studios will distribute the
film, which chronicles meth addiction

and recovery through the eyes of a

Julianne Moore and Ellen Page in

which earned an Academy Award®

father who watches his son as he

Peter Sollett’s FREEHELD.

nomination for Best Picture and won

completed an eight-year run playing

the SAG Award for “Outstanding

the pompous boss “Michael Scott” on

Performance by a Cast in a Motion

the Emmy-nominated NBC comedy

Picture.”

in

“The Office,” adapted from Ricky

CRAZY, STUPID, LOVE, opposite

Gervais’ acclaimed British series of

Julianne Moore, Ryan Gosling, and

the same name. For the role, Carell

Emma Stone, which was produced

was nominated for six Emmy awards

by his production company, Carousel

for “Best Lead Actor in a Comedy

Productions.

Series” and won a Golden Globe®

struggles with the disease.

In 2014, Carell starred as “John

Carell lent his vocal talents in the

Carell

also

starred

the

small

screen,

Carell

animated feature DESPICABLE ME

Channing

in 2010, as the lead role of “Gru.”

Redgrave in Bennett Miller’s Oscar®-

The international smash hit led to a

nominated

sequel in 2013 with DESPICABLE

For

ME 2. After reprising his role, Carell

Carell received an Academy Award®

returns for the third film this summer

nomination for Best Actor, a Screen

as the voices for both “Gru” and

Actors

nomination

Additional film credits include

his long-lost twin brother “Dru” in

in the category of “Outstanding

SEEKING A FRIEND FOR THE

DESPICABLE ME 3.

Performance by a Male Actor in a

END OF THE WORLD, opposite

Leading Role,” a BAFTA nomination

Keira Knightly; HOPE SPRINGS,

for “Best Supporting Actor” and a

opposite Meryl Streep and Tommy

Golden Globe® nomination for “Best

Lee

INCREDIBLE

In 2016, Carell and his wife Nancy

Actor in a Motion Picture, Drama.”

BURT WONDERSTONE, opposite

premiered two seasons of a TBS police

Jim Carrey and Steve Buscemi;

comedy series they created, ANGIE

THE WAY, WAY BACK, opposite

TRIBECA, starring Rashida Jones.

Toni Collette and Allison Janney;

Carell serves as executive producer,

ALEXANDER AND THE TERRIBLE,

writer and director on the show,

HORRIBLE,

VERY

which is produced under Carousel

Jennifer

Productions. ANGIE TRIBECA will

THE

debut its third season on April 10,

In 2016, Carell starred in Woody
Allen’s CAFÉ SOCIETY opposite
Blake Lively, Parker Posey, Kristen
Stewart, Jesse Eisenberg and Corey

his

Tatum
film,

and

FOXCATCHER.

revelatory

Guild

Vanessa

performance,

Award

Stoll. Allen served as the director and

Carell’s first lead role in a feature

writer of the feature, produced by

film, THE-40-YEAR-OLD VIRGIN,

Letty Aronson, Steve Tenenbaum and

which he co-wrote with director Judd

Edward Walson.

Carell previously

Apatow, became a worldwide box-

worked with Woody Allen on his 2004

office sensation in 2005. The film

film MELINDA AND MELINDA.

was honored with an AFI Award

In

2015,

Paramount’s

Carell

starred

Academy

in

Award®-

nominated film THE BIG SHORT,
for which he received an individual
Golden Globe® nomination for his
performance
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du Pont,” alongside Mark Ruffalo,

On

as

real-life

money

as one of “10 Most Outstanding
Motion Pictures of the Year.” The
film also earned Carell and Apatow
a co-nomination for “Best Original
Screenplay” by the WGA.
Carell played the lead role of

manager Mark Baum. The film was

“Maxwell

recognized with nominations for SAG

opposite Anne Hathaway and Alan

Best Ensemble and a Golden Globe®

Arkin, for director Peter Segal. Carell

for Motion Picture Comedy. Previous

was part of the ensemble of the

to

acclaimed LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE,

that,

Carell

starred

opposite

Smart”

GET

SMART,

Jones;

BAD
Garner;

DAY,

THE

NO

GOOD,

opposite

ANCHORMAN:

LEGEND OF RON BURGUNDY and
ANCHORMAN 2: THE LEGEND
CONTINUES, opposite Will Ferrell,
Christina Applegate, and Paul Rudd.
Additional vocal work includes “The
Mayor of Whoville” in DR. SEUSS’S
HORTON HEARS A WHO!, opposite
Jim Carrey, and “Hammy” in OVER
THE HEDGE for Dreamworks and
Paramount Pictures.

for “Best Performance by an Actor
in a Television Series — Musical or
Comedy.” Carell was also nominated
four times for a SAG award and won
two as part of the show’s ensemble.

2017.
Born in Massachusetts, Carell
resides in Los Angeles with his wife,
actress Nancy Carell (“Saturday Night
Live”). He is a proud father of a
daughter and a son.
ANDREA

RISEBOROUGH

(Marilyn Barnett) upcoming films
include Armando Iannucci’s THE
DEATH OF STALIN and Andrew

Heckler’s BURDEN. In the former, she
stars as “Svetlana Stalin” alongside
Rupert Friend, Steve Buscemi, Jeffrey
Tambor,

Jason

Isaacs

and

Olga

Kurylenko. The latter is based on the
true story of Mike Burden, an orphan
raised within the Ku Klux Klan who
breaks away from the Klan when the
woman he falls in love with urges him
to leave. Riseborough stars alongside
Garrett Hedlund and Forest Whitaker.
Riseborough

is

currently

in

On

television,

Academy

part mini-series “National Treasure”

(RADA), she began taking external

alongside Robbie Coltrane and Julie

acting roles in telefilms and theatre

Waters. Written by BAFTA®-winning

productions. After leaving RADA,

writer

Best Supporting Actress at the 2007
Theatre Goers’ Choice Awards.

of Troy at the Soho Theatre, directed

“Margaret Thatcher — The Long

against a much-loved public-figure.

by

was

Walk to Finchley,” directed by Niall

Riseborough can also be seen in

nominated as Best Newcomer at the

McCormick, for which she received

Netflix’s

2005 Theatre Goers’ Choice Awards.

a BAFTA Award nomination; starred

critically-acclaimed

drama

based on the true story of the 51-day

TV movie, “The Witness for the

standoff that began when the FBI and

Prosecution,” based on the Agatha

ATF seized religious leader, David

Christie play of the same name.
Riseborough

shared

with

her

fellow actors from Alejandro González
Iñárritu’s

BIRDMAN,

the

Screen

Choe’s

Actors Guild Award for Outstanding

NANCY, which she also served as

Performance by a Cast in a Motion

a producer on. She stars alongside

Picture. The film won four Academy

Steve Buscemi, Ann Dowd and John

Awards including Best Picture.

inevitably unravel.

Itch, for which she was nominated as

winning play A Brief History of Helen

can also be seen in Julian Jarrold’s

a serial imposter whose elaborate lies

in Bruce Norris’ The Pain and the

the impact of sexual accusations

drama

and Melissa Benoist. The series is

Leguizamo in the film, which follows

Arts

Ms. Riseborough then starred

the

which rattles the entire family. She

Christina

Dramatic

as Margaret Thatcher in the telefilm

Thorne,

Michael Shannon, John Leguizamo

on

the

she starred the Oppenheimer Award-

Jack

unforgettable entrance in season two,

production

of

starred at the Royal Court Theatre

commissioned by Channel 4 examines

“Bloodline.” Riseborough makes an

Riseborough recently wrapped

Whilst still attending the Royal

recently starred in the Hulu four-

series “Waco” alongside Taylor Kitsch,

in Waco, Texas in the spring of 1993.

LUCKY. She made the movie and then

first public production there.

Risborough

production on the six-part limited

Koresh’s Branch Davidian compound
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Armie Hammer for Focus Features.

Growing up in the U.K. seaside
resort of Whitley Bay, she wrote
and created her own worlds. At

Riseborough recently starred as

the age of nine, her drama teacher

“Alessia” in Tom Ford’s NOCTURNAL

recommended her for an audition

ANIMALS alongside Amy Adams,

at the People’s Theatre (home of

Gordon

Anderson,

and

Ms. Riseborough’s first feature film
role was in Roger Michell’s VENUS
(2006), starring her good friend Jodie
Whittaker and Peter O’Toole.
She starred for six months at
the National Theatre, in Deborah
Gearing’s

Burn,

Chatroom

and

Enda
Mark

Walsh’s
Ravenhill’s

Citizenship, all directed by Anna
Mackmin. She was honored with
the Ian Charleson Award for her
performance in Peter Hall’s Royal
Shakespeare Company staging of
Measure for Measure.

in the short film LOVE YOU MORE,
directed by Sam Taylor-Johnson and
written by Patrick Marber; starred in
Avie Luthra’s independent feature
MAD SAD & BAD; and played the
lead role in the miniseries “The
Devil’s Whore,” about the 17thCentury English Civil War, directed by
Marc Munden.
On stage, she starred in Dorota
Maslowska’s A Couple of Poor,
Polish-Speaking Romanians, at The
Soho Theatre; and in the Donmar
Warehouse production of Ivanov,
opposite Kenneth Branagh and Tom

Ms. Riseborough embarked on

Hiddleston. She made her U.S. stage

her first lead role in a television series

debut in Alexi Kaye Campbell’s The

with “Party Animals,” alongside Matt

Pride, directed by Joe Mantello.

Smith, Raquel Cassidy and Andrew
Buchan.

Jake Gyllenhaal, Michael Shannon,

the Royal Shakespeare Company in

Mike Leigh offered her a place in

Aaron Taylor-Johnson, Isla Fisher and

Newcastle), and she appeared in her

the company of his film HAPPY-GO-

Among her feature films are Mark
Romanek’s NEVER LET ME GO;
Nigel Cole’s MADE IN DAGENHAM;
Rowan Joffe’s BRIGHTON ROCK;

Madonna’s W.E., as Wallis Simpson;

YouTube featuring original content by

Sundance Film Festival to critical

in her Comedy Central series “The

Amit Gupta’s RESISTANCE; Henry

Silverman and friends Michael Cera,

acclaim and was later released in

Sarah

Alex Rubin’s DISCONNECT; Joseph

Tim & Eric, and Reggie Watts.

theaters by Broad Green Pictures.

marked Comedy Central’s first ever

Silverman

praise

Emmy nomination in a scripted acting

for her role as “Laney Brooks,”

category. Silverman also received

culminating

Screen

a Writers Guild Award nomination

nomination

for her work on the show. In 2008,

for “Outstanding Performance by

Silverman won a Primetime Emmy

a Female Actor in a Leading Role.”

Award

Her additional film credits include

Music and Lyrics” for her musical

THE BOOK OF HENRY, POPSTAR:

collaboration

NEVER STOP NEVER STOPPING,

Additionally, she was honored with a

ASHBY, A MILLION WAYS TO DIE

Webby Award for “Best Actress” for

IN THE WEST, TAKE THIS WALTZ,

her online video “The Great Schlep,”

GRAVY, PEEP WORLD, I WANT

in which she persuaded young kids

SOMEONE TO EAT CHEESE WITH,

to encourage their grandparents in

THE SCHOOL OF ROCK, THERE’S

Florida to vote for President Obama

SOMETHING ABOUT MARY, THE

prior

WAY OF THE GUN. Silverman also

Election.

Kosinski’s OBLIVION, opposite Tom
Cruise; Eran Creevy’s WELCOME TO
THE PUNCH; Corinna McFarlane’s
THE SILENT STORM; the Duffer
Brothers’ HIDDEN and James Marsh’s
SHADOW DANCER, opposite Clive
Owen, for which Ms. Riseborough won
the British Independent Film Award
(BIFA), the Evening Standard British
Film Award, and the London Critics’
Circle Film Award for Best Actress.

On stage, Silverman continues
to cement her status as a force in
standup comedy. In May 2017, she
released her latest standup special “A
Speck of Dust” on Netflix to critical
acclaim. In 2013, she debuted her
hour-long

HBO

standup

special

“Sarah Silverman: We Are Miracles,”
which earned her the 2014 Primetime
Emmy

Award

for

Writing

for

Variety

a

“Outstanding
Special.”

The special received an additional
Two-time Emmy Award winner
SARAH

SILVERMAN

(Gladys

Heldman) is one of the most versatile
talents in entertainment, with credits
including that of actress, creator,
writer, executive producer, comedian,
and author. Silverman is at work
on a new weekly half-hour topical
show for Hulu titled “I Love You,

that year for “Outstanding Variety
Special” in addition to a Writers Guild
Awards nomination. In September
2014, Silverman released the special
as an audio album through Sub Pop
Records, which went on to receive a
2015 Grammy Awards nomination
for “Best Comedy Album.” Previously,

in

Guild

a

much
2016

Award

lent her voice as “Vanellope” in the
Oscar-nominated smash hit WRECK
IT RALPH. She will return to the
role for the highly-anticipated sequel,
which is currently in pre-production.

for

to

Program.”

“Outstanding
with

the

Matt

2008

This

Original
Damon.

Presidential

Silverman has made memorable
guest appearances on a number of
acclaimed

and

notable

television

shows, including Monk, which earned
her a 2008 Primetime Emmy Awards

In 2010, she released her first

nomination for “Outstanding Guest

concert-meets-comedy

book, a memoir called The Bedwetter:

Actress in a Comedy Series.” Her

film SARAH SILVERMAN: JESUS

Stories of Courage, Redemption, and

additional television work includes

IS MAGIC, which garnered major

Pee. The book went on to become a

buzzed-about roles on Masters of Sex,

interest in others, and not taking

attention at the Toronto Film Festival.

New York Times Bestseller.

The Good Wife, The Larry Sanders

herself too seriously. Silverman also

In the film world, Silverman was

Silverman was nominated for

Show, Seinfeld, and Mr. Show with

continues to lend her voice to the

most recently seen as the star of I

a 2009 Primetime Emmy Award

Bob and David. Silverman has also

Emmy-nominated

SMILE BACK, the film adaptation

for “Outstanding Lead Actress in a

hosted a number of major awards

series “Bob’s Burgers” and is a part

of

novel.

Comedy Series” for her portrayal

shows, including the 2007 MTV

of JASH, a comedy collective on

The drama premiered at the 2015

of a fictionalized version of herself

Movie Awards and the Independent

America,” which will see her looking
to connect with people who may not
agree with her personal opinions
through honesty, humor, genuine
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Primetime Emmy Awards nomination

Actors

received

Silverman

Fox

animated

Silverman made an impressive splash
with

her

the

Amy

Koppelman

the blockbuster comedies RUTHLESS

Spirit Awards.

CUMMING

(Cuthbert

won him a TMA Best Actor award and

PEOPLE, SPACEBALLS, SLEEPLESS

“Ted” Tinling) trained at the Royal

Hampshire and attended one year

IN

YOU

Scottish Academy of Music and

of New York University. In 1993

WERE SLEEPING, CASPER, and

Drama, now the Royal Conservatoire

she joined Saturday Night Live as

“BOTTLE SHOCK, and dramas THE

of

a writer and feature performer and

SERPENT AND THE RAINBOW,

Academy he quickly found himself

has not stopped working since. She

THE ACCIDENTAL TOURIST, and

celebrated

currently lives in Los Angeles.

IGBY GOES DOWN.

He is also

both his television work (including

known for his turn as the nation’s

the Scottish soap “Take The High

FRIENDS,

President in the action franchise

Road”) and his stand-up comedy (the

GOLDENEYE and EMMA. His first

INDEPENDENCE DAY, and for roles

legendary Victor and Barry, which

movie shot in Hollywood was ROMY

in the thriller MALICE and westerns

he wrote and performed with drama

AND MICHELE’S HIGH SCHOOL

“THE VIRGINIAN and WYATT EARP.

school pal Forbes Masson). But it was

REUNION, and since then he has

the theatre that gave him his biggest

alternated between blockbusters such

break when he appeared in Manfred

as X2:X MEN UNITED, the SPY KIDS

Karge’s Conquest of the South Pole

Trilogy,

at the Traverse in Edinburgh. The

films like TITUS (opposite Anthony

play transferred to the Royal Court

Hopkins and Jessica Lange) and

in London’s West End and Cumming

SWEET

was nominated for the Most Promising

produced).

Newcomer Olivier Award.

Leigh he wrote, produced, directed

Silverman

grew

up

in

New

BILL PULLMAN (Jack Kramer)
stars in USA Network’s psychological
thriller “The Sinner” as Detective
Harry Ambrose, a sensitive, dogged
detective who finds himself disturbed
and uniquely fascinated by Cora
Tanner (Jessica Biel), an ordinary
housewife who impulsively, and very
publicly, commits a violent crime.
Convinced the bare facts of the case
conceal

something

considerably

more significant, Ambrose starts to
Pullman

started

SEATTLE,

acting

WHILE

Leaving no genre off his resume,
Pullman also stars in the film noirs
THE LAST SEDUCTION, LOST
HIGHWAY, THE ZERO EFFECT and
SURVEILLANCE, and the horror
movie THE GRUDGE. On television,
he

was

seen

in

“Revelations,”

“Torchwood” and “1600 Penn.”
Most

investigate Cora’s life.

seen

in

recently,

Pullman

INDEPENDENCE
and

was
DAY:

professionally in New York theater

RESURGENCE

in 1983, and shortly after began a

NATURE, opposite Taran Killam and

film career which currently spans

Bobby Moynihan, as well as “LBJ”

over seventy features and several

with Woody Harrelson.

television series. In the past fifteen

for release is “Trouble” with Angelica

years, Pullman has acted in six major

Houston. In addition to “The Sinner,”

theater productions in New York City

Pullman is currently shooting “The

and has been nominated as a best

Ballad of Lefty Brown” opposite

actor four times.

Tommy Flanagan, Peter Fonda.

Pullman’s movie career includes
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ALAN

BROTHER

Scheduled

Scotland.
in

After
his

leaving
homeland

the
for

a Shakespeare Globe nomination.
He made his feature film debut in
Ian Sellar’s PRAGUE opposite Bruno
Ganz and Sandrine Bonnaire, which
premiered at the Cannes Film Festival
in 1992. His introduction to American
audiences came with CIRCLE OF
followed

and

smaller

LAND
With

shortly

by

independent

(which

he

Jennifer

also
Jason

Cumming went on to work with

and acted in THE ANNIVERSARY

the Royal Shakespeare Company,

PARTY, which won them a National

and the Royal National Theatre

Board of Review award and two

where he won an Olivier award

Independent

for his performance in Dario Fo’s

More recently he appeared in George

Accidental Death Of An Anarchist.

Lucas’ STRANGE MAGIC and Travis

For the National Theatre Studio he

Fine’s ANY DAY NOW, for which

directed Michel Tremblay’s Bonjour
La, Bonjour and played Romeo in
Romeo and Juliet. He was nominated

Spirit

nominations.

he won great acclaim and numerous
Best Actor awards around the globe.
In 2016 he starred in After Louie.

for Olivier Awards for La Bête and

In 1998, Cabaret opened on

Cabaret, and his sensational Hamlet

Broadway and Cumming’s stunning

at the Donmar Warehouse in London

performance

as

the

Master

of

Ceremonies won him The Tony,

“The L Word”, “Web Therapy” and

My Father’s Son, which became a

also earned her a Best Actress award

Drama Desk, Outer Critics’ Circle,

“Tin Man.” He played Eli Gold in

#1 New York Times bestseller and

from the Independent Spirit Awards,

NY Press, Theater World, FANY and

seven seasons of the CBS series

the recipient of the Slightly Foxed

Los Angeles Film Critics Association,

New York Public Advocate’s awards.

“The Good Wife,” for which he has

Best First Biography Award, two

the Chicago Film Critics Association,

received

Globe,

Audible awards, an Audie award and

the Dallas-Fort Worth Film Critics

Emmy, SAG, Critics’ Circle and

a Lambda Literary award nomination.

Association, and the National Society

Satellite Awards nominations. He is

In 2016 Rizzoli published his book of

of Film Critics, as well as nominations

also the host of PBS’ “Masterpiece

stories and photographs You Gotta

from the New York Film Critics Circle,

Mystery.” In Britain he wrote and

Get Bigger Dreams, and in 2017 his

the Golden Globes(r) and Screen

starred in the cult sitcom “The High

children’s picture book, a collaboration

Actors Guild Awards(r).

Life” as well as many other films for

with his illustrator husband Grant

the BBC including BERNARD AND

More recently, Shue co-starred

Shaffer, The Adventures of Honey

THE GENIE for which he won a

in the films HOUSE AT THE END

and Leon, will be published.

OF THE STREET, opposite Jennifer

He has continued to work on
Broadway

in

The

Threepenny

Opera opposite Cyndi Lauper, and
Noel Coward’s Design For Living,
Off Broadway in Jean Genet’s Elle
(which he also adapted) and The
Seagull,

opposite

Dianne

Wiest.

He returned to the British stage in
2006 with the West End production
of Martin Sherman’s Bent, closely

Golden

British Comedy award.

Cumming’s activism and passion

Lawrence; CHASING MAVERICKS

sex

directed by Michael Apted and Curtis

show Alan Cumming Sings Sappy

education causes has earned him

Hanson and starring Gerard Butler,

The Bacchae, which opened the

Songs at the legendary Cafe Carlyle

many

Jonny Weston and Abigail Spencer;

2007

in New York City.

The show was

AMFAR, Human Rights Campaign,

director

Festival and toured Scotland, before

described by the New York Times as

the Matthew Shepard Foundation,

SPRINGS; and BEHAVING BADLY

transferring to London and New

an ‘emotional firestorm’ and has since

with Nat Wolff.

York. His next collaboration with the

toured all over America, Canada,

GLAAD and the Trevor Project, to

NTS and director John Tiffany was

Australia, England and was the hit

a radical reimagining of Macbeth,

of the 2016 Edinburgh International

which premiered at the Tramway in

Festival - a particular source of pride

Glasgow in 2012. The following year

for Cumming as this was where he

his tour de force performance stormed

first performed in cabaret, with Victor

Broadway. Cumming returned to

and Barry, 32 years earlier! The show

(Priscilla

Broadway, Studio 54 and Cabaret

was filmed for a PBS special and a live

HIDE & SEEK opposite Dakota

Riggs) has had an extensive film

once more in 2014-15, recreating his

album of the same name was released

Fanning and Robert De Niro; Gregg

career that includes an Academy

now legendary performance opposite

in February 2016, to coincide with his

Araki’s MYSTERIOUS SKIN with

sold out debut at NYC’s Carnegie Hall.

Award

the Sally Bowles of Michelle Williams,

Joseph Gordon Levitt; AMY AND

followed by the National Theatre of

In 2015 he premiered his cabaret

Scotland’s production of Euripides’
Edinburgh

International

for

various

civil

rights

humanitarian

and

awards

from

name but a few.

David

Frankel’s

HOPE

Shue’s other film credits include

He lives in New York City and
Edinburgh with his husband, Grant Shaffer,
and their two dogs, Jerry and Lala.

David M. Rosenthal’s JANIE JONES
with Abigail Breslin; HAMLET 2
opposite

Catherine

Keener

and

Steve Coogan; Davis Guggenheim’s
GRACIE (which Shue co-produced);

ELISABETH

SHUE

nomination

for

her

performance as a prostitute mixed

ISABELLE,

As an author Cumming made his

up with a suicidal alcoholic in Mike

Winfrey; HOLLOW MAN with Josh

His many television appearances

debut with a novel, Tommy’s Tale,

Figgis’ LEAVING LAS VEGAS. Her

Brolin and Kevin Bacon; Woody

include “Sex and the City,” “Frasier,”

and in 2014 released a memoir Not

performance opposite Nicolas Cage

Allen’s

Emma Stone and Sienna Miller.
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multiple

produced

by

Oprah

DECONSTRUCTING

HARRY; Phillip Noyce’s THE SAINT;

TRANSFORMERS producer Lorenzo

by Michael Douglas; Warner Bros

Morales most starred on the Fox

as well as earlier projects THE

di Bonavenutra and Defy Media;

hit family films, DOLPHIN TALE

comedy “The Grinder” as well as

KARATE KID; ADVENTURES IN

HORSE SOLDIERS opposite Chris

1 & 2 opposite Morgan Freeman,

BABYSITTING; COCKTAIL; BACK

Hemsworth, Michael Shannon and

Harry Connick Jr. and Ashley Judd;

ABC comedy, “Trophy Wife”. She

TO THE FUTURE PARTS I AND II

Michael Pena which is a drama based

BEHAVING BADLY opposite Selena

and SOAPDISH.

on Doug Stanton’s nonfiction book

Gomez; and LOVE AND HONOR

adapted by Peter Craig and Ted Tally.

opposite Liam Hemsworth.

Shue’s theater credits include
starring in Richard Nelson’s “Some
Americans Abroad” on Broadway as
well as an Off Broadway revival of
Lanford Wilson’s “Burn This” along
with Peter Sarsgaard, Ty Burrell and
Dallas Roberts.
She is an avid tennis player and
currently resides in Los Angeles
with her husband, director Davis
Guggenheim and their three children.
Following supporting turns in
Steven

Spielberg’s

2015

and their untested captain sent to a
rugged region of Afghanistan in the
weeks after 9/11. Jerry Bruckheimer
Films and Black Label Media are
producing with Lionsgate distributing
in

COLOSSAL

opposite

Anne

Hathaway. The film was written
and directed by Timecrimes Nacho
Vigalondo for Brightlight Pictures and
premiered at the Toronto Film Festival.
Stowell was also seen in INDUBIOUS

nominated drama BRIDGE OF SPIES

BATTLE, the film adaptation of

and 2014’s Oscar-nominated and

the 1936 John Steinbeck novel of

Sundance Grand Jury and Audience

the same name directed by James

Award winning film, WHIPLASH,

Franco,

rising star actor AUSTIN STOWELL

Duvall, Vincent D’Onofrio, Ed Harris,

(Larry King) has several films on the

and Bryan Cranston.
Past

Upcoming

projects

His introduction to Hollywood
came as ‘Jesse’ on “Secret Life of
The

and

credits

co-starring

include

Robert

PUBLIC

include

MORALS, written/directed by and

STRATTON, in which he plays LT.

starring Ed Burns, and executive

Hank Monroe, a heroic, hardened

produced

American Navy SEAL who combats

Soderbergh’s

an

Teenager.”

What

into a 17-episode arc, spanning two
seasons on the hit ABC Family series.
Growing

up

in

Connecticut,

Stowell was a competitive athlete.

production and it was there that he
discovered a passion for acting.

A

college recruiter in the audience
offered Stowell a full scholarship the

award winning Aaron Sorkin HBO
series “Newsroom” as well as HBO’s
“Girls” and NBC’s “Parks & Rec.”
She was a series regular on the hit
USA Network series, “White Collar”

Morales was recently seen in
Netflix’s “Santa Clarita Diet” and
NBC’s “Powerless.” Upcoming roles

University of Connecticut Department

include a starring role on ABC’s

of

after

“Losing It,” as well as roles in HBO’s

graduating, Stowell moved to LA,

“Crashing,” FOX’s “Making History,”

where he currently resides.

and Netflix’s “BoJack Horseman.”

Dramatic

Arts.

Shortly

Morales
NATALIE

MORALES

(Rosie

Casals) is an actress, writer, director
and all around storyteller.
Behind the camera, Morales shot

attack;

CANDELABRA, the award-winning

music videos for the likes of indie

HIGHER POWER, the multi-platform

HBO film based on the life of

wunderkinds like Holly Miranda and

feature-length

celebrated pianist Liberace, played

Andrew Byrd.

teaming

Morales has also recurred on the

Middleman.”

THE

pic

series, “James Joyce’s Love Letters.”

agreed to perform in a local theater

Steven

sci-fi

Paget Brewster in the Funny or Die

and the ABC Family series, “The

BEHIND

terrorist

Michaela Watkins, Martin Starr and

After a sports injury sidelined him, he

Spielberg,

international

by

American

began as a single episode gig turned

Most recently Stowell was seen

Oscar-

horizon.
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It is about a U.S. Special Forces team

also directed and stars alongside

film

credits

include

playing Drew Barrymore’s best friend
in GOING THE DISTANCE, and
was handpicked by Oliver Stone for
a role in WALL STREET 2: MONEY
NEVER SLEEPS.
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VALERIE FARIS & JONATHAN
DAYTON (Directed By) made
their feature film directorial debut
with the critical and commercial hit,
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE, which
was nominated for four Academy
Awards® including Best Picture.
They followed with RUBY SPARKS,
starring Zoe Kazan and Paul Dano.
The
married
team
began
their careers directing the ground
breaking MTV music documentary
show, “The Cutting Edge.” They’ve
directed award-winning videos and
documentaries for numerous artists,
and have won two Grammy Awards,
and nine MTV Music Video Awards.
They co-founded Bob Industries,
a commercial production company,
directing television ads for Apple,
AT&T, Sony, NBA and ESPN, among
others.
This is SIMON BEAUFOY
(Written By) third collaboration
with producer Christian Colson and
Danny Boyle. As part of the trio,
he has written the screenplay for
SLUMDOG
MILLIONAIRE,
cowrote 127 HOURS with Danny and
BATTLE OF THE SEXES.
Beaufoy started his screenwriting
career with THE FULL MONTY
for which he was nominated for an
Academy Award and has written and
collaborated on many screenplays in
between, including AMONG GIANTS,
SALMON FISHING IN THE YEMEN,
THIS IS NOT A LOVE SONG, MISS
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PETTIGREW LIVES FOR A DAY and
EVEREST.
He is again collaborating with
Danny and Christian on “Trust,” a
ten part TV series for FX about the
kidnapping of John Paul Getty the
Third that is currently filming in Italy.
CHRISTIAN COLSON, p.g.a.
(Produced By) is the Academy
Award®
winning
producer
of
SLUMDOG
MILLIONAIRE.
He
also produced Danny Boyle’s 127
HOURS for which he received an
Academy Award® nomination for
Best Picture, and the civil rights
drama SELMA for which he received
an Academy Award® nomination
for Best Picture. Other producing
credits include Boyle’s STEVE JOBS
and T2: TRAINSPOTTING, and Neil
Marshall’s THE DESCENT.
DANNY
BOYLE’s,
p.g.a.
(Produced By) Opening Ceremony
for the London 2012 Olympic Games
wowed critics and audiences across
the world.
In 2009 Boyle won the Academy®
Award for Best Director for
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE. The film
won eight Oscars in total including
Best Picture and over 100 other
industry awards. Boyle’s follow-up,
127 HOURS, starred James Franco
and was nominated for six Academy®
Awards including Best Picture and
nine BAFTA awards.
Boyle’s first two features with
screenwriter John Hodge, SHALLOW

GRAVE and TRAINSPOTTING, won
two BAFTA awards, and an Oscar
nomination.
TRAINSPOTTING
remains one of the best loved and
highest grossing British independent
films of all time and the sequel T2:
TRAINSPOTTING was released to
critical acclaim in 2017.
Additionally, Boyle has directed
the feature films 28 DAYS LATER,
MILLIONS, THE BEACH, A LIFE
LESS ORDINARY, ALIEN LOVE
TRIANGLE, and SUNSHINE. He has
also directed highly acclaimed work
in television and theatre, including
2011’s Frankenstein at the Royal
National Theatre.
Boyle went on to direct TRANCE
starring James McAvoy in 2013 and
Channel 4 series “Babylon” in 2014.
2015 saw Michael Fassbender and
Kate Winslet receive incredible critical
and awards acclaim for STEVE JOBS
written by Aaron Sorkin. Kate Winslet
won the Best Supporting Actress
BAFTA for her role, amongst many
nominations and wins for the film.

with credits including TRUE GRIT,
INSIDE LLEWYN DAVIS, HAIL,
CAESAR! and their current Western
project, THE BALLAD OF BUSTER
SGRUGGS.
Graf has worked with BATTLE
OF THE SEXES directors Dayton
and Faris since 2011, producing their
recent Amazon pilot “Highston” and
their previous film RUBY SPARKS
for Fox Searchlight.
A
tennis
fan
throughout
childhood, Graf watched the original
Battle of the Sexes in the kitchen of
his Minnesota home where he and his
family rooted for Billie Jean. Later he
became captain of one of the worst
high school tennis teams in history.

ROBERT
GRAF,
p.g.a.
(Produced By) is a Los Angeles based
Producer whose resume includes more
than 30 films over more than 25 years.

LINUS SANDGREN, F.S.F.,
(Director of Photography) is a
Swedish cinematographer. Sandgren
most recently won the Oscar for Best
Cinematography for his work on LA
LA LAND. He also recently worked
on JOY, his second film with David
O Russell, having first worked with
him on AMERICAN HUSTLE. He
has also collaborated with acclaimed
directors Gus Van Sant on PROMISED
LAND, and Lasse Hallström on THE
HUNDRED FOOT JOURNEY.

Graf has enjoyed a long
association with the Coen Brothers,
dating back to FARGO in 1995 when
he acted as Location Manager. He
has since transitioned to a producing
role on all their films beginning with
NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN –

Sandgren studied at the Stockholm
Film School. When not working on
feature films and commercials, he has
developed a career by shooting music
videos, short films and commercials,
which introduced him to the
international market.

In 2005, he was awarded with
the Swedish Guldbagge Award, for
his first feature film Storm, and has
been awarded with multiple awards,
including the Cannes Lions and Clio
for his work on commercials.
JUDY BECKER (Production
Designer), a native New Yorker,
began her film career in New York’s
fertile independent film community.
She started as an art department
production
assistant,
eventually
working her way up to Production
Designer.
This is her second collaboration
with Jonathan Dayton and Valerie
Faris, following on the critically
acclaimed RUBY SPARKS.
Becker is also a frequent
collaborator of David O. Russell and
Todd Haynes. AMERICAN HUSTLE,
for which Becker received Oscar
BAFTA Nominations, was one of
her four collaborations with David
O. Russell, including THE FIGHTER,
SILVER LININGS PLAYBOOK and
JOY. CAROL, for which she received
a BAFTA nomination, was her second
collaboration with Todd Haynes; she
also designed the acclaimed Bob
Dylan story, “I’m Not There”.
In 2016 Becker made her first
foray into episodic television with
Ryan Murphy’s acclaimed limited
series “FEUD: Bette and Joan”.
She has continued working with
Murphy on the second season of
American Crime Story, “Versace/
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Cunanan”, and will do the pilot for
the upcoming “Pose”, based on the
award wining documentary “Paris is
Burning” Becker’s first experience
in television was designing the pilot
for Lena Dunham’s “Girls”, for which
she received an Art Directors Guild
Award.
Becker
has
worked
with
many other acclaimed directors,
including Ang Lee (BROKEBACK
MOUNTAIN); Lynne Ramsay (WE
NEED TO TALK ABOUT KEVIN),
and Steve McQueen (SHAME). She
has served as production designer on
other notable films, including Zach
Braff’s GARDEN STATE, and Peter
Sollett’s RAISING VICTOR VARGAS.
When not working in Los
Angeles or on location, Becker lives
in Manhattan’s Washington Heights
with her husband, the editor Michael
Taylor.
PAMELA
MARTIN,
ACE
(Film Editor) is a feature film editor
who earned an Academy Award®
nomination for David O. Russell’s
gritty 2010 boxing biopic, THE
FIGHTER, while also collecting her
second American Cinema Editor’s
“Eddie” nomination for the project.
She was previously nominated for
the ACE honor for her editing on
another Oscar®-nominated Best
Picture, LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE, in
2006. This is her third picture with
filmmakers Valerie Faris and Jonathan
Dayton. Martin first worked as a

dialogue and sound editor early in
her career before earning her first
feature editing credit, coincidentally
on Russell’s own big screen debut,
the 1994 comedy SPANKING THE
MONKEY.
Her eclectic list of credits includes
THE FREE STATE OF JONES,
ALEXANDER AND THE TERRIBLE
HORRIBLE NO GOOD VERY
BAD DAY, HITCHCOCK, RUBY
SPARKS (her second picture with
Dayton/Faris), YOUTH IN REVOLT,
WEEDS, SAVED!, HOW TO KILL
YOUR NEIGHBOR’S DOG, SLUMS
OF BEVERLY HILLS, THE HOUSE
OF YES, THE SUBSTANCE OF
FIRE, ED’S NEXT MOVE and WHAT
HAPPENED WAS…(Associate Editor).
Martin graduated from N.Y.U.
film school, where she studied several
different crafts before choosing film
editing as a career path. During her
senior year at the university, she landed
her very first professional editing
assignment for a PBS documentary.
She gained further experience when
she was introduced to Ang Lee (and
his editor, Tim Squyres), for whom
she served as dialogue editor on his
first three feature films (as well as
assistant editor on the first two) —
PUSHING HANDS, THE WEDDING
BANQUET and EAT DRINK MAN
WOMAN.
Her commercial credits include
Volkswagen, Holiday Inn and Hewlett
Packard. She also served on the

feature jury at the 2007 Sundance
Film Festival, and as a creative advisor
at the Sundance Filmmakers Lab in
2014 and 2017.
MARY ZOPHRES (Costume
Designer)
most
recently
was
nominated for an Academy Award
for LA LA LAND and had designed
HAIL, CAESAR! which marked her
thirteenth collaboration with the
Coen Brothers, following INSIDE
LLEWYN DAVIS; FARGO; THE BIG
LEBOWSKI; O BROTHER, WHERE
ART THOU?; THE MAN WHO
WASN’T THERE; INTOLERABLE
CRUELTY; THE LADYKILLERS; NO
COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN; BURN
AFTER READING; A SERIOUS
MAN; and TRUE GRIT for which she
earned her first Oscar nomination.
Earlier, she was assistant costume
designer for the Coens on THE
HUDSUCKER PROXY.
She has been the costume
designer on several movies for
Steven Spielberg including THE
TERMINAL; CATCH ME IF YOU
CAN, which brought her a BAFTA
Award nomination for Best Costume
Design; and INDIANA JONES AND
THE KINGDOM OF THE CRYSTAL
SKULL.
Zophres’ other films include
PEOPLE LIKE US; the Farrelly
Brothers’ first three movies DUMB
AND DUMBER, KINGPIN AND
THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT
MARY; Timothy Hutton’s DIGGING

TO CHINA; Oliver Stone’s ANY
GIVEN SUNDAY; Terry Zwigoff’s
GHOST WORLD; Brad Silberling’s
MOONLIGHT
MILE;
Bruno
Barreto’s VIEW FROM THE TOP;
Nora Ephron’s BEWITCHED; Joe
Carnahan’s SMOKIN’ ACES; and
Robert Redford’s LIONS FOR
LAMBS.
She earned a degree in art
history and studio art from Vassar
College
before
beginning
her
professional career working in the
fashion industry for Norma Kamali
and Esprit. She began working in the
film industry as the extras wardrobe
supervisor on Oliver Stone’s BORN
ON THE FOURTH OF JULY.
Zophres designed the costumes for
two films directed by Jon Favreau,
IRON MAN 2 and COWBOYS AND
ALIENS. Other recent credits include
INTERSTELLAR and GANGSTER
SQUAD.
NICHOLAS BRITELL (Music
By) is an Academy Award-nominated
composer, pianist, and producer.
His critically acclaimed score for
Barry Jenkins’ Oscar-winning film
MOONLIGHT was nominated for
the 2017 Oscar for Best Original
Score and was awarded the 2016
Hollywood Music in Media Award
for Best Original Score (Dramatic
Feature) as well as garnering
numerous other accolades including a
2016 Golden Globe nomination and
a 2016 Critics’ Choice nomination.
In 2015, Britell wrote the score for
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Adam McKay’s Oscar-nominated
film THE BIG SHORT. His music
also featured prominently in director
Steve McQueen’s Oscar-winning film
12 YEARS A SLAVE, for which he
composed and arranged the oncamera music including the violin
performances, spiritual songs, work
songs, and dances. He recently
scored Gary Ross’ film FREE STATE
OF
JONES,
starring
Matthew
McConaughey, as well as Adam
Leon’s film TRAMPS. His upcoming
film scores include the music for Gary
Ross’ OCEAN’S 8.
Britell wrote the score for
Natalie Portman’s directorial debut
feature film A TALE OF LOVE AND
DARKNESS which was selected for a
special screening at the 2015 Cannes
Film Festival. Britell has also scored
Steve McQueen’s film CARIBS’
LEAP which was featured as part
of the “Master of Light — Robby
Müller” retrospective at the Eye film
museum in Amsterdam. Britell also
wrote the score for the film GIMME
THE LOOT (directed by Adam Leon),
which won the Grand Jury Prize
at SXSW in March 2012 and was
an Official Selection for the 2012
Cannes Film Festival (Un Certain
Regard). In addition, Britell has
scored Jack Pettibone Riccobono’s
documentary
THE
SEVENTH
FIRE which premiered at the Berlin
International Film Festival in February
2015. He was awarded the Henry
Mancini Fellowship from the ASCAP

Foundation in December 2012 and
also won the ASCAP/Doddle Award
for Collaborative Achievement; and
in 2016 he was nominated for the
“Discovery of the Year” award at the
16th World Soundtrack Awards in
Ghent. Britell is a Founding Member
of L.A. Dance Project and is a Board
member of the New York-based
ensemble Decoda, the first-ever
affiliate ensemble of Carnegie Hall.
As a producer, Britell produced
the short film WHIPLASH, directed
by Damien Chazelle, which won the
Jury Award for Best US Fiction Short
at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival.
After the initial success of the
WHIPLASH short, he subsequently
served as co-producer on the Oscarnominated feature film WHIPLASH
which also won Sundance’s 2014
Jury Prize and its Audience Award.
Britell has produced numerous other
projects with The Amoveo Company,
a multimedia production company
and artists’ collective that he cofounded with Benjamin Millepied.
Among their projects, Amoveo
collaborated with director Alejandro
Iñárritu to produce his short film
NARAN JA; other projects include
ballet and film commissions from Van
Cleef & Arpels, production on the
30th Anniversary of Canal + live show
broadcast, and brand partnerships
with Feit shoes and Maiyet.
As a pianist, for the past six years,
he has been performing as part of the
critically acclaimed “Portals” project

with violin virtuoso Tim Fain. Britell
has been performing for audiences
from a very young age, giving his
first public recital at the age of 10 in
Manhattan. A student of the late Jane
Carlson at the Juilliard School’s PreCollege Division, he has performed at
venues including the Peter Jay Sharp
Theater at Juilliard, Steinway Hall,
the Palace Theater, Kaneko, Harvard
University’s Fogg Museum of Art
and Signet Society, the Aspen Music
Festival, the National Arts Club, the
Million Dollar Theatre in Los Angeles,
the Brooklyn Public Library, and
London’s Barbican Hall. He has also
performed Mozart’s Piano Concerti
Nos. 12 and 14 at the landmark Old
Westbury Gardens with an orchestra
led by Eric Jacobsen, noted conductor
of The Knights.
In addition, Britell was the
keyboardist in the hip-hop ensemble
The Witness Protection Program. The
WPP, as they were known, opened
acts for hip-hop groups including
Blackalicious and Jurassic 5 and
performed at venues ranging from
the Paradise Theater in Boston to
New York’s classic Arlene’s Grocery.
Britell is an honors and Phi Beta
Kappa graduate of Harvard University,
as well as a piano performance
graduate of the Juilliard School’s PreCollege Division. Britell was honored
to be the commencement speaker at
the Juilliard Pre-College Division’s
Commencement Exercises in May
2016.

Unit Production Manager
First Assistant Director
Second Assistant Director

ROBERT GRAF
THOMAS PATRICK SMITH
ROBERT E. KAY

Made in Association with INGENIOUS MEDIA
CAST
Billie Jean King
EMMA STONE
Bobby Riggs
STEVE CARELL
Marilyn Barnett
ANDREA RISEBOROUGH
Rosie Casals
NATALIE MORALES
Gladys Heldman
SARAH SILVERMAN
Jack Kramer
BILL PULLMAN
Cuthbert “Ted” Tinling
ALAN CUMMING
Priscilla Riggs
ELISABETH SHUE
Lornie Kuhle
ERIC CHRISTIAN OLSEN
Rheo Blair
FRED ARMISEN
Jane “Peaches” Bartkowicz
MARTHA MacISAAC
Nancy Richey
LAUREN KLINE
Valerie Ziegenfuss
MICKEY SUMNER
Judy Tegart Dalton
FIDAN MANASHIROVA
Margaret Court
JESSICA McNAMEE
Kristy Pigeon
ASHLEY WEINHOLD
Larry King
AUSTIN STOWELL
Henry
WALLACE LANGHAM
Kerry Melville Reid
KAITLYN CHRISTIAN
Julie Heldman
BRIDEY ELLIOTT
Larry Riggs
LEWIS PULLMAN
Barry Court
JAMES MACKAY
Bonny
ENUKA OKUMA
Jerry Perenchio
TIM RANSOM
Bobby Riggs Jr.
COOPER FRIEDMAN
Jack Desmond
DOUG DEAN
Hank Greenberg
MARK HARELIK
Ken Rosewall
JAMEY SHERIDAN
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Bob Sanders
Rigg’s Therapist

MATT MALLOY

Roone Arledge

CHIP CHINERY

Cocktail Waitress

AGNES OLECH

DJ
Gamblers Anon Leader
Nightclub Dancer

CHRIS PARNELL
DAN BAKKEDAHL
MIKE VOGEL

Billie’s Mom

NANCY LENEHAN

Billie’s Dad

MICHAEL CHIEFFO

Third AD
Sugar Daddy PR Guy
Waitress at Diner
TV Reporter
Chauffeur
Astrodome TV Director
Female Reporter
Male Reporter

JOSH BREEDING
BOB STEPHENSON
FARYN EINHORN
NELSON FRANKLIN
ADAM LUSTICK
PETER A. HULNE
BRIGITTE HAGERMAN
MARK BIRCH

Forest Hills – Sportscaster

CHET GRISSOM

TV Announcer – Massacre

DON DOWE

Court/Riggs Match Umpire

JIM HANNA

Court/Riggs Match Interviewer
Hair Client
Frank Gifford
Gamblers
		
Bobby Riggs’ Photographer
Stunt Coordinator
Stunts
		
Tennis Double
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TOM KENNY

LORNIE KUHLE
SHELLY SLOCUM
PAUL GANUS
KONSTANTINA MALLIOS
KEVIN HAWLEY
ART STREIBER
ERIK SOLKY
DONNY BAILEY
GEORGE PETERS
VINCENT SPADEA

Associate Producer
Associate Producer
Production Supervisor – Tennis Unit
Associate Producer
Art Director
Assistant Art Director
Set Designer
Set Decorator
Assistant Set Decorator
Leadman
On-Set Dresser
Set Decoration Buyers
		
		
Set Decoration Gang Boss
Set Dressers
		
		
		
		
Graphic Artists
		
Storyboard Artist
Art Department Coordinator
Art Department Staff Assistants
		
Second Second Assistant Director
First Assistant Camera – A Camera
Second Assistant Camera – A Camera
Steadicam/Camera Operator - B Camera
First Assistant Camera – B Camera
Second Assistant Camera - B Camera
Loader
Script Supervisor
Still Photographer
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KAREN RUTH GETCHELL
THOMAS PATRICK SMITH
BART LIPTON
JEFFREY HARLACKER
ALEXANDER WEI
ALEC CONTESTABILE
CAMILLE BRATKOWSKI
MATTHEW FLOOD FERGUSON
JENNIFER DURBAN
NICK RYMOND
CHAD R. DAVIS
JUSTIN ALLEN
LEIGHANNE HADDOCK
JENNIE HARRIS
MICHAEL J. VOJVODA
GREGORY BYRNE
DANNY METZ
WILLIAM SENDER
BRYAN SMALL
GREGG SZABO
KELLY RAE HEMENWAY
SARA ESCAMILLA
ANDREA DIETRICH
DANIELLE OSBORNE
ALEXANDER LINDE
WES HOTTMAN
DAVID MARNELL
JORGE SANCHEZ
MELISSA FISHER
ARI ROBBINS
KEITH B. DAVIS
JOHN PARSON
RENEÉ TREYBALL
LYN MATSUDA-NORTON
MELINDA SUE GORDON SMPSP

Video Assist
Production Sound Mixer
Boom Operator
Sound Utility
Post Production Supervisor
First Assistant Editor
Visual Effects Editor
Assistant Editor
Post Production Assistants
		
Sound Designer / Supervising Sound Editor
Supervising Sound Editor
Re-Recording Mixers
		
		
Gaffer
Best Boy Electric
Set Lighting Technicians
		
		
		
Rigging Gaffer
Rigging Best Boy
Rigging Electrics
		
		
		
		
		
Key Grip
Best Boy Grip
A Dolly Grip
B Dolly Grip
Grips
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MATTHEW SHAVER
LISA PINERO, CAS
BEN GREAVES
HOWARD ERIKSSON
JASON MILLER
STACI PONTIUS
DEREK DROUIN
AUDREY EVANS
RUSSELL PARKS
ADAM ZUCKER
AI-LING LEE
MILDRED IATROU MORGAN
RON BARTLETT
D.M. HEMPHILL
AI-LING LEE
BRAD HAZEN
MICHAEL LOWRANCE
MICHAEL CONNORS
HAL GROSHON
WILLIAM GROSHON
BRENT STUDLER
JOHN R. MANOCCHIA
ANTHONY T. OFRIA
DICKINSON LUKE
JOEL A. RUIZ
JERRY GREGORICKA
VINCE MANOCCHIA
EDWARD COX
JOHN “JACK” DAVIES
ANTHONY CADY
MATT LANDRY
CHARLES SIMONS
DIETMAR WENDELIN
JEFF BAKER
BOB BRADSHAW

		
		
Key Rigging Grip
Rigging Best Boys
		
Rigging Grips
		
		
		
		
		
		
Assistant Costume Designer
Costume Supervisor
Key Costumers
		
Set Costumers
		
Costumer
Background Set Costumer
Additional Background Set Costumers
		
Cutter/Fitter
Table Person
Ager/Dyer
Costume Staff Assistant
Dept. Head/Makeup to Ms. Stone & Mr. Carell
Key Makeup
Makeup Artists
		
		
Dept. Head Hair / Hair to Ms. Stone & Mr. Carell
Key Hair
Hairstylists
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NICHOLAS CADY
JASON MATT
CHARLEY H. GILLERAN
MICHAEL HESTER
KEVIN FAHEY
JOHN CURRAN
DARIN DEVONSHIRE
JASON GARY
BILL GILLERAN
MICHAEL SAMMIS
DAVID SKINNER
ANDREW SYKES
JO KISSACK FOLSOM
LYNDA FOOTE
ROBIN BORMAN-WIZAN
LEIGH BELL
MARK AVERY
LAURA WOLFORD
MALLORY BRADLEY
COOKIE LOPEZ FAHEY
JOSHUA COLEMAN
SARAH SCHUESSLER
CATHERINE WALL
SEDA TUFENKJIA
ROB PHILLIPS
RUBY MCCAFFREY-ALLEN
TORSTEN WITTE
HARUYO SAWADA
ALBERT ELIZONDO
YUKIKO KINKEL
LUFENG QU
FRÍÐA S. ARADÓTTIR
RITA TROY
KIMBERLY BEAIRD-PENNELL
MICHELE PAYNE

Location Manager
Key Assistant Location Managers
		
		
		
Assistant Location Manager
Locations Staff Assistant
Property Master
Assistant Property Master
Property Assistants
		
Camera Operator – C Camera
First Assistant Camera - C Camera
Second Assistant Camera - C Camera
Camera Operator - D Camera
First Assistant Camera - D Camera
Second Assistant Camera - D Camera
Loader
Camera Staff Assistant
Special Effects Advisor
Special Effects Foreman
Construction Coordinator
Construction Foreman
Construction Buyer
Toolman
Propmaker Gangboss
Propmakers
		
		
		
		
		
		
Head Paint Foreman
Foreman Painter
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CHRIS BAUGH
DARRIN CUMMINGS
RICK M. POYNER
SOFIA OCHOA
AURORA ANN QUINONES
KIM JORDAN
JIMMY HANG
DWAYNE DAVID GRADY
JENNIFER DAWSON
SARAH SNYDER
CAMERON LOWANDE
DAVON SLININGER
CHRIS GARCIA
JENNA HOFFMAN
JESSICA L. LOPEZ
ANDREW DEGNAN
RYAN S. JACKSON
MICHAEL NIE
MATT LIPPINCOTT
STEVE CREMIN
SAM DEAN
LARS PETERSEN
STEVEN C. VOLL
MINDY FRANK
RYAN J. DOW
AARON “ELVIS” LILLARD
GREG “BEAU” BEAVERS
JOHN KAISER
JAMES MIZE
GREG “NEWT” NEWTON
THOMAS A. O’CONOR
GRECGONIO GALICIA PIMENTEL
MORGAN RUSLER
ANNE HYVARINEN
JON “PEABO” DE PABON

Stand-By Painter
Decorator Gang Bosses
		
Decorator Painter
Plaster Foreman
Labor Foremen
Laborers
		
Greensman
Production Coordinator
Assistant Production Coordinator
Production Secretary
Office Production Assistants
		
Set Production Assistants
		
		
		
		
		
Assistant to Ms. Faris & Mr. Dayton
Assistant to Mr. Colson & Mr. Boyle
Assistant to Mr. Graf
Assistant to Ms. Stone
Assistant to Mr. Carell
Special Consultants
		
Tennis Consultant/Coach
Tennis Choreographer
Mr. Carell’s Tennis Coach
Ms. Stone’s Trainer
Ms. Stone’s Tennis Double
Ms. McNamee’s Tennis Double
Production Accountant
First Assistant Accountant
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TIMOTHY D. ACKERS
DUANE FELLOWS
FRANK ANDREW SCOTT
KATHRYN VILLENEUVE
DAVID ANDERSON
DOUG DOW
ANTHONY DIPANNI
MARK SATTERFIELD
STEVE BORGESE
ELIZABETH TYSON
DREW GRANT
MEGAN MARQUARDT
SARA CHAISSON
NICHOLAS SNELL
MICHELLE GUTIERREZ MARTINA
TINA MARTIN
TIM NEVEN
SUZY SKARULIS
JEFF TAVANI
CHRISTIAN VOGELER
EMILY RUPP
GAIA ELKINGTON
CHRISTOPHER RABY
LAUREN COGGIOLA
KEVIN MAIER
BILLIE JEAN KING
ILANA KLOSS
LORNIE KUHLE
VINCE SPADEA
DOUG DEAN
LISA PRUETT
KAITLYN CHRISTIAN
FIDAN MANASHIROVA
PAUL BELENARDO
JENNIFER SALADA

Second Assistant Accountants
		
Payroll Accountant
Payroll Clerk
Accounting Clerk
Post Production Accountant
Casting Associate
Extras Casting
		
		
Transportation Coordinator
Transportation Captains
		
Transportation Co-Captain
DOT Administrator
Unit Publicist
Set Medic
Construction Medic
Caterer
		
Craft Service
Craft Service Assistant
Security Provided By
Security Coordinator
Stock Footage Clearance
Animals Provided By
Trainers
		
		
Researcher
Cameras and Lenses Provided by
Camera Cranes, Dollies, Remote & Stabilized Camera Systems by
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MICHAEL BEATRICE
CHRISTINA GARNER
JOHN MONTGOMERY
CHRISTIAN J. BONAVENTURA
LAUREN MARTIN
GAYLE SANDLER
FARYN EINHORN
EXTRA-EXTRA CASTING
FIONA COOKE
KRIS HUTCHINSON
PAUL STROH
TOM WHELPLEY
DOUG WEAVER
CHRIS RAINES
REBEKAH AVERY MARTIN
SPOOKY STEVENS
DOMINIQUE JARAMILLO
ALEX BARNOYA
ORLANDO’S CATERING
ORLANDO HURTADO
LEAH AMIR
PAUL O. WRIGHT
REEL SECURITY
RAMIRO ROLON
DEBORAH RICKETTS
ANIMAL ACTORS OF HOLLYWOOD
CHERYL SHAWVER
JANINE L. AINES
CRISTIE MIELE
GRACE BOYLE
CAMTEC MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SYSTEMS
CHAPMAN / LEONARD STUDIO EQUIPMENT, INC.

Visual Effects Producer
Visual Effects Coordinator
In-House Compositors
		

David Robinson		
Josh Fritchie		
Scott Gastellu		

		

Nina Harlan		
Chris Ingersoll		

Visual Effects
Visual Effects Supervisor
Visual Effects Producer
Compositing Supervisors
CG Supervisor
		
On Set Supervisor
Modeling Supervisor
Tracking Supervisor
Visual Effects Executive Producers
Visual Effects Coordinators
		
		

by lola|VFX
Cliff Welsh
Anwei Chen
Edson Williams
David Michaels
David Hernandez
Erik Liles
Chris Radcliffe
Lee Mar
Thomas Nittmann
Mare McIntosh
Mark Stern
Sigmund Wong

Scott Balkcom
Patrick Canning
Chris Hunsberger
Jason Schaefer
Matt Wilmshurst

William Barkus
Trent Claus
David Myles
Greg Souers
Kazuyoshi Yamagiwa

Compositors
Dan Bartolucci
David Clifton
Satoshi Ozeki
Jeremiah Sweeney
Natsuko Yamashita

Erik Bruhwiler
Lindsey Fry
Jeff Penick
Marios Theodosi

Chris Cabrera
Andy Godwin
John Polyson
Yuki Uehara

Digital Matte Painters
Sun Lee

Cody Brunty
Roto Artists
Greg Meadows
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Dustin Colson
Matt Cordero
Jason Mulyadi

Rob Olsson
3D Artists
Gath Dorsainville
Jason Evanko
G. Allen Stewart

Josh Singer
Kirt Gravatt
Naeem Stewart

Justin Tirado
Sarah Keturah Sean Liotta

Texture Photography
Patrick Flannery
Spencer Wider
Arthur Zajac
Production Assistants
Autumn Hagerty
		 Gabriella Placourakis
		

Additional Visual Effects by Mammal Studios
Additional Visual Effects by Stewart VFX
Film Processing Provided by
Supervising Foley Editor
ADR Editor
Dialogue Editor
FX Editor
Sound Editorial Engineering
		
Additional Sound Recordings
Foley by
Foley Artists
		
Foley Mixers
		
		
		
ADR Mixers
		
		
ADR Recordists
		
ADR Stage Engineer
Mix Technician
Re-Recording Services Provided by
Voice Casting
Additional Voices
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FOTOKEM
JONATHAN KLEIN
GALEN GOODPASTER
DAVID V. BUTLER
CHRIS DIEBOLD
ERIN RETTIG
GEOFF ETHRIDGE
CHAD STRAWDERMAN
ONE STEP UP
DAN O’CONNELL
JOHN CUCCI M.P.S.E.
JAMES ASHWILL
RICHARD DUARTE
ROBERTO ALEGRIA
JACK CUCCI
CHARLEEN RICHARDS-STEEVES
MICHAEL MILLER, C.A.S.
CHRIS NAVARRO, C.A.S.
DAVID LUCARELLI
NICK JIMENEZ
DEREK CASARI
JARED MARSHACK
FORMOSA GROUP
JOHNNY GIDCOMB
SUSAN LESLIE
LEX LANG
PAUL PAPE
JASON GRANT SMITH
ANDREW HEYL

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
Preview Engineer
Main Titles
Fox Searchlight Pictures 70’s Logo
End Titles
Digital Intermediate by
Supervising Digital Colorist
Digital Intermediate Producer
Digital Intermediate Editor
Digital Intermediate Color Assistant
Digital Intermediate Assistant Producer
Digital Opticals
Music Conducted by
Orchestrated by
Score Produced by
Orchestra Contracted by
Music Preparation by
Music Recorded & Mixed by
Digital Recording by
Technical Score Assistance by
Recorded at
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MAGGIE BAIRD
RUTH ZALDUONDO
VICKI DAVIS
DANIELLE HARTNETT
MATT NOLAN
ANGELO VACCO
RICHARD CANSINO
STEVE KRAMER
JILL REMEZ
JOANNA LEEDS
JENNIFER CAIN
JOSHUA W. BINDER
HOPE LEVY
BEN PRONSKY
KIRK THORNTON
JEFF BERGMAN
LEE TUCKER
IMAGINARY FORCES
SHINE
SCARLET LETTERS
EFILM
MITCH PAULSON
LOAN PHAN
DEVON MILLER
JOEL McWILLIAMS
EMMA ESCAMILLA
PAT CLANCEY
NICHOLAS BRITELL
MATT DUNKLEY AND NICHOLAS BRITELL
NICHOLAS BRITELL AND JOHN FINKLEA
PETER ROTTER
BOOKER WHITE
DENNIS SANDS
ADAM OLMSTED
DAVID GIULI
THE HENSON STUDIOS & WARNER BROS. EASTWOOD SCORING STAGE

Assistant Engineers
Score Mixed at
Eastwood Score Technical Engineer
Eastwood Score Recordist
Eastwood Stage Crew
Eastwood Stage Manager
Temp Music Editor
Music Editor
Music Clearances

MATT TUGGLE & COLLIN KADLEC
SOUND WAVES SB
RYAN ROBINSON
TOM HARDISTY
RICHARD WHEELER JR. & GREGORY HAYES
JAMIE OLVERA
TERRY WILSON
JOHN FINKLEA
CHRIS ROBERSTON

SONGS
“Movie House Theme”
Written and Performed by
Nicholas Britell
“Nighthawks”
Written and Performed by
Nicholas Britell
“I Call It Love”
Written by Edward J. Bivins
Performed by The Pretenders
Courtesy of Carnival Records
By arrangement with
Westwood Music Group
“Courtyard”
Written and Performed by
Bobbie Gentry
Courtesy of Capitol Records Nashville
Under license from
Universal Music Enterprises
“All My Life”
Written by Stephen R. Willoughby
Performed by Ray Wills
Courtesy of Grab Records
By arrangement with
Westwood Music Group

“Joy”
Written by Johann Sebastian Bach
Arranged by Tom Parker and Clive
Scott
Performed by Apollo 100
Courtesy of Start Entertainments
Limited
By arrangement with Nola Leone /
Ace Music Services LLC
“Me, Myself and I”
Written by Winfred L. Lovett
Performed by Norma Jenkins
Courtesy of Carnival Records
By arrangement with
Westwood Music Group
“Crimson And Clover”
Written by Tommy James and
Peter Lucia Jr.
Performed by Tommy James &
The Shondells
Courtesy of Rhino Entertainment
Company
By arrangement with Warner Music
Group Film & TV Licensing

“Black Box”
Written and Performed by
Nicholas Britell
“Rocket Man
(I Think It’s Going To Be A Long
Long Time)”
Written by Elton John and
Bernie Taupin
Performed by Elton John
Courtesy of Mercury Records Limited
Under license from
Universal Music Enterprises
“What Is Life”
Written and Performed by
George Harrison
Courtesy of EMI Records Ltd.
Under license from
Universal Music Enterprises
“Grazing In The Grass”
Written by Philemon Hou
Performed by Hugh Masekela
Courtesy of Geffen Records
Under license from
Universal Music Enterprises

Produced in Association with MANIGOT PRODUCTIONS
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“If I Dare”
Written by Sara Bareilles and
Nicholas Britell
Performed by Sara Bareilles
Produced by Sara Bareilles and
Nicholas Britell
Sara Bareilles performs courtesy
of Epic Records, a division of
Sony Music Entertainment

THE FILMMAKERS WISH TO THANK THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR ASSISTANCE
MIKE MILLS
ZACH COWIE
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND THE CALIFORNIA FILM COMMISSION

RIVERSIDE CITY COLLEGE MARCHING BAND
LOS ANGELES MEMORIAL COLISEUM AND SPORTS ARENA
MARK LEWIS – SUNKIST BUILDING
PRODUCTION STAGE FACILITIES – 20TH CENTURY FOX
NRG PARK/HOUSTON ASTRODOME
Footage provided by ABC Sports. All Rights Reserved.
CBS Logo – Courtesy of CBS Broadcasting, Inc.
Footage courtesy of AP ARCHIVE
Footage courtesy of ABCNews VideoSource
Footage from “THE MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW” courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox Television. All Rights Reserved.
Footage provided by FILM ARCHIVES, INC.
Footage of KOJAK courtesy of Universal Studios License, LLC.
Footage from MOTHER’S DAY MASSACRE courtesy of CBS Sports
Footage provided by Shutterstock
Footage provided by Wazee Digital
Footage provided by ITN and USTA
Footage provided by Getty Images
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© 2017 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation and TSG Entertainment Finance LLC.
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation did not receive any payment or other consideration,
or enter into any agreement, for the depiction of tobacco products in this film.
This motion picture is inspired by actual persons and events. However, some characters, names,
businesses and certain locations and events have been fictionalized for dramatic purposes.
Ownership of this motion picture is protected by copyright and other applicable laws, and any unauthorized duplication,
distribution or exhibition of this motion picture could result in criminal prosecution as well as civil liability.
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